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Paruzzi Classic VW Supplies
More than 60.000 parts for your Classic Volkswagen

Classic VVV Supplies To get monthly updates, go to www.paruzzi.com/newsletter and 
subscribe to our bimonthly e-mail newsletter! Keep up to date with all 

product announcements for your Classic Volkswagen.

Paruzzi: Europe’s nr° 1 Classic Volkswagen webstore

www.Paruzzi.com - www.Paruzzi.nl - www.Paruzzi.fr - www.Paruzzi.be
w w w.Paruzzi.se -  w w w.Paruzzi.no -  w w w.Paruzzi.fi  -  w w w.Paruzzi.pt

FREE FREE

# 23937

# 22440

# 0738

# 4467

# 71744

# 5305

# 70402

We had this hose already available for 
the late Bay Window Bus (after 1971) 
as product number # 20491, now we 
announce the fuel �ller neck hose for 
the early Bay Window Bus (before 1971).

We have wiper shafts available for the 
VW Beetle after 1969 as parts # 2440, 
# 2441, # 2442 and # 2443, today we 
announce the wiper shafts for the 
Karmann Ghia and the Bus until 1979.

If it becomes di�cult or impossible 
to operate the heater levers properly, 
the Te�on shims are worn out for sure. 
Delivered including the metal plate.

Fuel Filler Neck Hose - Bay Window

Wiper Shaft Bus and Karmann Ghia

Heater Lever Mounting Kit

These mirrors �t the original VW Beetle 
until 7/1966 with wide style moldings. 
Delivered per pair including mounting 
hardware.

We have these caps available as 
separate items from now on, so you 
don’t need to order the complete 
expansion tank anymore. Delivered 
including the cap seal.

These bolts are used to secure the rear 
shocks on the Beetle, Karmann Ghia, 
Kübel/Thing and Type 3. These bolts are 
genuine Volkswagen, delivered per 
pair.

These clips (available in 3 di�erent colors) 
are used to secure trim panels, mostly 
on the more luxurious Carat, Caravelle, 
Multivan and Camper models. The trim 
panel of the rear hood of the Volkswagen 
Van also uses these clips.

Albert Style Swan Neck Mirrors

Expansion Tank Cap

Shocks / Stabilizers Bolts

Trim Panel Clips T25

Our new technical digital publication 
is available on www.VWebmag.eu in 3 
languages (English-Dutch-French). 

Paruzzi VWebMAG number 04

www.VWebMAG.eu
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Receive our latest Catalogue for free 
with every purchase of € 50,00 or order 
it for € 10,00 and receive a € 10.00 
voucher. More information on
www.paruzzi.be/catalogue.

Paruzzi Catalogus nr°7
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01273 444 047
VWHERITAGE.COM

Billet tank clamp set 
£30.95

Aircooled engine 
service kit £41

55 Amp alternator 
conversion kit, £149.50

SSP engines
prices from £1895

Rear luggage rack 
£208.90

Fast Fab gauge panel 
£134.95

FREE
UK DELIVERY
ON ALL WEB

OVER £35
ORDERS

*Sale price while stocks last.

WIN
YOUR
WISHLIST
SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS

Window seal set. Prices from £69
Add metal trim kit. Prices from £70.80

Win up to £1000 worth of parts in our 
April competition. Add parts to your online 
wishlist and you could win them in May!

SSP GT 5 alloys
5.5”x15” prices from £57.05*
supplied with free hardware and centre caps.

Front wings now supplied in 
galvanised steel as standard for 
pre-67 cars. £133.30 a side

Car built by Dave Jones, using VW Heritage parts.
Featured in Volksworld May 2014.

SHOW CAR OR DAILY DRIVER
WE HAVE THE PARTS YOU NEED FOR YOUR VW PROJECT
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DELUXE
This superb ’72 Deluxe Bay window
Microbus was originally purchased

by the Canadian Embassy in
Indonesia and has more recently

been overhauled by Sthefanus
Giovanni to look as good as new!

Words: Paul Knight, Dokke Sahertian  Photos: Dokke Sahertian

bay windowv8_Feature  16/03/2015  12:05  Page 7



O
ur ace Indonesian
(and European!)
contributor, Dokke
Sahertian described
this Bus as ‘Perfect!’

when he first spotted in during
one of his regular trips to
Indonesia. As you may be aware,
there is a huge VW scene In
Indonesia, and the restorations
are every bit as good as you’d
find anywhere else in the world.

And that is certainly the case
with this ’72 Bay window Deluxe
Microbus, which has been
lovingly overhauled by Sthefanus
Giovanni (Stevie to his friends)
from Surabaya.

Stevie is certainly not a
newcomer to the scene – far
from it. His previous restorations
include a 1971 1302, which his
father bought brand new and
Stevie later restored (the car still

lives in his garage as it has such
sentimental value). 

After the Bug, Stevie
restored various cars including a
Karmann Ghia, a 181, a Barndoor
Bus and a Porsche 356... clearly
this was becoming quite a
serious hobby! 

However, Stevie explained
that it was love at first site with
this Deluxe Bus. And not only
was it such a cool looking

ultravw.co.uk8

Below: Chrome sliding door hinge

and side moldings are Deluxe-

only extras (and look great!)

“Stevie explained that it
was love at first site with

this Deluxe Bus”

bay windowv8_Feature  16/03/2015  12:05  Page 8
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vehicle, it also had a great
background story, too. 

It seems this Bus was
purchased by the Canadian
Embassy in Indonesia where it
lived a fairly sheltered and
priviliged life ferrying
dignitaries and officials to and
from the airport and private
functions etc. 

After several years of
service, the vehicle was sold to

a collector of ex-embassy
vehicles, who did little with the
van other than store it
alongside various other
vehicles. Stevie knew about the
Bus for several years and would
often drop in and try to buy it. It
took 7 years of dedication, but
he eventually talked the guy
round, and was finally able to
purchase the Bus and begin a
comprehensive rebuild of this

rare Deluxe. 
So what is so special about

a Deluxe? Well, as the name
would suggest, it has a few
luxury options including
chromed, opening quarter
lights, chrome mouldings in the
window rubbers, deluxe side
trim and bumper trims. Then
there’s the side markers,
chrome sliding door hinge,
heater rear window, padded

Below: Mudflaps and a Leistritz

muffler make this van appear to

be 100% brand new!

bay windowv8_Feature  16/03/2015  12:05  Page 9
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“But, perhaps the most
important is that huge

sliding sunroof, which lets
in an amazing amount of
sunshine on a nice day –

now that’s what we call a
Deluxe fitting!”

bay windowv8_Feature  16/03/2015  12:06  Page 10
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dash, jail bars in the rear
windows, two tone paint,
Deluxe clock on the dashboard,
and a chromed nose badge.
And that’s not all, there’s also a
day/night dipping rear view
mirror, front grille chrome trim,
chrome trim on the door cards
and chromed inner door
handles... quite a lot of goodies!

But, perhaps the most
important is that huge sliding
sunroof, which lets in an
amazing amount of sunshine
on a nice day – now that’s what
we call a Deluxe fitting!

Whilst the van was in fairly

good condition throughout,
there was one problem that
Stevie had to tackle. At some
point the vehicle had been
converted from the original
Canadian/USA LHD spec to
Indonesian RHD format. Stevie
really wanted it to be as
authentic as possible, hence he
decided to convert it back to
the LHD. It turns out the Bus
had been modified to RHD
using parts from a VW Mitra (an
unusual van created
specifically for the Indonesian
market), but Stevie removed all
this, made suitable repairs to

the floor and chassis, then
reinstated a LHD steering box
and column and finished it off
with a new steering wheel.

This kicked off the
mechanical overhaul, which
included new brake lines and
fully overhauled brakes at each
corner. Of course, the
suspension was also
overhauled with new parts and
seals fitted, plus a fresh set of
Boge dampers were picked to
smooth out the ride. It makes a
change to write about a Bus
that hasn’t been slammed or
tubbed, and we’ve got to say, 

Above: Pastel white over chianti

red is a classic combination

Below: Brand new steering wheel

has repositioned to the left hand

side of the Bus (as per factory)

bay windowv8_Feature  16/03/2015  12:06  Page 11
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it looks great at stock 
height, too! 

Finishing off the rolling
stock is a set of sand blasted
and refinished 14-in steel
wheels fitted with new, genuine
hubcaps and beauty rings and a
set of period style GT Radial
185/75 narrow white band
tyres.

The transmission was
deemed good to go while the
engine, a 1.7-litre Type 4 motor
with dual Solex carburettors,
was treated to a freshen up and

a good dose of detailing.
But it’s the body that makes

this van pop when you see it.
Fortunately, the sunny climes of
Indonesia meant that there was
precious little rust to deal with,
and Stevie and his bodywork
guys were able to fast forward
to dent removal and general
straightening of the bodywork.
A lot of time was taken
ensuring everything was as
good as could be, and even the
complicated sliding roof was
carefully overhauled and test-

assembled prior to paint to
ensure it would fit and operate
correctly. 

The colours are the original
pastel white over chianti red
and there’s absolutely no
denying that this is one of the
nicest Deluxe colour
combinations ever. With pastel
white bumpers and restored
Deluxe trim, it’s easy to see why
Stevie fell for this superb Bus.

Locating all the correct
deluxe window rubbers (with
chrome moldings) took some

Above: Original 1700cc Type 4

motor has been overhauled

Below left: Eberspacher BN4

petrol heater is fitted but rarely

used in Indonesia!

Below: Those Deluxe bumper

trims are just so cool!

bay windowv8_Feature  16/03/2015  12:06  Page 12
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time, but with freshly overhauled bumper trims and new door seals
etc, this Bus really is as good as new. Amazingly, even the sliding
sunroof operates perfectly (very few do these days!), and it’s 100%
water-tight, as Dokke can confirm following a lift back to the airport
in monsoon-like rain!

Moving inside, Stevie found himself with a bit of an issue... what
to do with the interior. He commented, ‘It wasn’t perfect, but it was
very, very good, so I didn’t want to remove originality just for the
sake of it’. A good plan, we think. It certainly retains a real sense of
character and reminds you that this is a classic vehicle. All too often
we find a car has been almost over-restored and there’s just no way

to replicate the smell or feel of a true, factory installation.
The only deviation from stock is the addition of an air

conditioning kit. Sure, the sunroof is a great way to get fresh air into
the vehicle, but with temperatures creeping as high as 35-degrees
Celsius fairly regularly, the addition of air conditioning is easily

understood. Incidentally, there’s also an additional blower fitted, to
ensure the passengers get a fair share of the ice-cold air!

All in all, it’s a fabulous project, and a great example of what
many consider to be the best of all the Bay window Buses. We’d
certainly love something as sweet as this to enjoy on a sunny day,
how about you?  UVW

“It wasn’t perfect, but it was very, very good, so I didn’t
want to remove originality just for the sake of it”

bay windowv8_Feature  16/03/2015  12:07  Page 13



News & Products
New parts and goodies for your VW
Ultra VW – E-mail: info@ultravw.co.uk

14 ultravw.co.uk

Danny Allen of Dubz-by-Dan fame
dropped us a line to let us know
about some early season deals
he has running right now.

If you’re a DIY fan, the Morris
oil deal (£20.00 + p&p) may be of
interest, whereas if you prefer to
leave the dirty work to the
professionals, you might be
better suited to the MOT +
Service deal (£120) instead.

Located not far from
Braintree in Essex, Dubz-by-Dan
has a great reputation not only
for mechanical work, tuning and
repairs, but also welding and
restoration, too.

Following the shop tour (February 2015 issue), Karmann
Konnection have launched a new range of goodies featuring
the rebranded logo. The superb leather keyrings featuring the
new logo are priced at £8.95 inc. VAT and are the perfect
accessory for your vintage Porsche or VW.
There’s also a special promotion, which includes a free keyring
with orders over £25.00 (exc VAT & delivery) – customers just
need to mention that they saw the offer in Ultra VWwhen
placing the order and Jules and the team will throw in a free
keyring to make your day!

Check out the new website www.karmannkonnection.com
or for telephone orders and enquiries, please call 01702
340613. Of course, if you’re in the Southend area and want to
pop in to check out the new shop, head for 289 Victoria Avenue,
Southend-on-Sea, Essex SS2 6NE

Karmann Keyrings

DISCOUNTS BY DAN!

GO DIGITAL!
Own an iPad, Android
tablet or E-reader?
Follow the link from
www.ultravw.co.uk 
or search ‘Ultra VW’
via iTunes, Apple
Newsstand or Google
Play to download the
Ultra VW app! 
You can download
any issue via the app
for just £2.99, and
digital subscriptions
are a great deal (and
a great gift idea!).
PC/Mac readers can
also download the
digital issue via
www.pocketmags.com

If you’ve been motoring a ’68 or later IRS Bus
for an extended period there’s a good chance
you’ve encountered a problem with the
transaxle hockey stick. Some think it’s the
material and other the leverage load the 
stick is under. Either way replacement is 
the only option!

A leader in transaxle technology. Rancho
Performance Transaxles addresses this issue
on a regular basis and now offers customers a
superior quality hockey stick for this
application. A direct slip in replacement for
the OEM unit, it is a straight forward install for
any competent VW gearhead. Simply remove
the nose cone and replace the worn stick with
this new Rancho unit.  While not absolutely
necessary Rancho does strongly recommend
that you replace the hockey shaft bushings in
all (other than 091) nose cones.  Suggested
retail for the IRS Bus Hockey Stick is just
$35.00 and you can order by calling 001 714-
680-6737 or purchase online in the Rancho
store at www.ranchotransaxles.com

Brand new Hockey sticks

Newsapr_UVW News  16/03/2015  12:18  Page 14
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Welcome to the April 2015
issue of Ultra VW

★★★★★★★★★★★★★

From the top

I
t’s coming... summer, that is!
As I sat putting this issue
together, I found myself
longing for a bit of sunshine –
the beautiful Bay window

Deluxe with the huge steel sliding
sunroof was almost certainly the
trigger!  Then, as I looked through
the pics of ‘The Dirty Pickle’, I think
it was the rolling shot (with safari
windscreen open) that reminded me
once again of the balmy weekends
at VW events, and even the superb
pseudo-Split window photographs
with Paris in the background made
me want to bust out a European
roadtrip! And, with my new Camper
(albeit 20+ years old!) to hand, I’m
just itching to go! In fact, in less
than 6 hours from now (as I type
this), I’ll be heading for Ninove to
check out the Freddy Files meet...
read all about that in the next issue!

And, speaking of the next issue,
I think you might like what we have
planned. Not only is it going to be a
bumper-sized issue with extra
pages and lots more car, club and
event material, it’s also going to be
a California Look special.

Stephan has secured us a DKP
club car, and there will also be some
cool archive material, too. And,
within 24 hours, I’ll have met with
Dokke in Belgium and discussed the
DFL and DAS clubs and cars, and will
have a better idea of exactly which
top-notch California Look cars we’ll
be cramming into this very special
issue. I know all of us are excited
about this one, and we think it’s the
perfect way to celebrate 40 years of
‘the Look’, as first defined by Hot
VWsmagazine!

I’ll leave you to enjoy this issue,
and look forward to sharing tales
and pictures from this coming
weekend in Ninove with you soon.
Keep an eye on the Ultra VW
Facebook‘ page for updates in 
the meantime!  PK

JUST KAMPERS T5 ELEVATING ROOF
After a development period of five
years and thorough testing, 
the new JK T5 Elevating Roof is 
now available. 

This low level roof is
manufactured in the UK using the
latest technology in vacuum
molding fiberglass. This has
resulted in a roof cap that not only
offers high levels of rigidity; it also
features no externally visible
fittings. The roof cap is also
manufactured incorporating
additional strengthening and studs
for roof rails. As the rails are not
attached using bolts through the
roof there will be no potential of
leak risks.

The new T5 roof system is raised
on high rated gas rams and special
high-lift rear hinges. This allows the
maximum possible clearance for
sleeping space.  There is no fear of
water ingression either, as the
canvas is fully waterproof.  It is also

made from a tough material chosen
for high levels of wear and rot
resistance. The roof canvas includes
integral clear plastic side ‘windows’
with mesh and clear panel cover.

The JK Elevating roof kit
features a full-length internal frame
structure, design specifically for
the T5 SWB or LWB roof. 

Finally, the roof comes with a
cab wind deflector, to aid airflow
and fuel economy.

Just Kampers can offer their new
roof system as a Do It Yourself kit,
or can offer a drop off and collect
fitting service which. The JK roof is
available in a number of colours and
can also be ordered with a roof bed
on gas struts with closing panel and
mattress at an additional cost.

For further information visit
www.justkampers.com and put
J39926 in the search box if 
you own a LWB T5 or J39927 
for SWB T5 owners. 

  

25/30hp plugs
Rancho Performance Transaxles recently began
manufacturing these unique aluminium cam plugs as
replacements for no longer available OEM plugs found
in 25-36 hp VW and 356 Porsche cases. 

Precision CNC machined from solid billet
aluminium each plug is designed to provide a slight
crush factor and OEM like fit.  

The unique aluminium plugs are available
individually for $10.00 each with substantial
discounts for bulk orders. 

They can be purchased in the Rancho store at
www.ranchotransaxles.com or by calling direct to
001 714-680-6737
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BACK
TO’ 85

Every country seems to have its
iconic Vee Dubs, which helped shape
the history of the local hobby. Over
in France, one such car is a ’61 Bug,
cleverly morphed into a ’53 ragtop
over three decades ago. 
After years of neglect, it has just
reappeared fully redone thanks to the
efforts of owner Arnaud Valery – a
great tribute to the ’80s VW scene! Words & Photos: Stephan Szantai

Owner Arnaud Valery and his

half-sister Morgane sit proudly

beside the fake ’53 Split with

Paris as a beautiful backdrop
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T
he Volkswagen hobby has undoubtedly
changed since the 1980s. Pre-1968
VWs in good shape were still aplenty
back then, so enthusiasts often
embarked upon ambitious project cars,

featuring daring alterations. Over in France, a VW
shop called Simili launched a line of fibreglass
Beetle products, from wings and bonnets, to deck
lids and pre-1962 taillights. Yet, their most
impressive piece proved to be a complete Split
Window roof (conceived for 1958-64 Bugs) that
included the characteristic smaller windshield
frame. These various components were the work
of Bruno Bossut, owner of Simili, and his brother

Etienne, a well-known artist specializing in
fibreglass to this day.

In order to promote the name of the company,
Bruno decided to build a project car dubbed ‘Old
Grise’ (Old Grey) around 1984-85. He located a ’61
sedan and went to morph it into a ’53 model,
known as ‘Zwitter’. The conversion involved all the
aforementioned products, along with fibreglass
bumpers, running boards and dash. Etienne had
purchased a Porsche 356C that both brothers
studied with attention – the coupé eventually
served as inspiration. Additionally, Bruno likes off-
road races and rallies, such as the Rallye de Monte
Carlo. ‘I wanted a Bug that would be fast and could
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easily pass other cars, especially
on my local winding roads where
I lived back then’, he explains.

The construction involved
the floor pan of a ’73 Beetle. It
welcomed a transmission
equipped with rather unusual
gears, which came to be
following some brainstorming
between Bruno and French
gearbox guru Claude Pelin. The
duo devised a unit fitted with a
long first and second gear
(2.44/1.52 instead of 3.78/2.06

on a late 1303 for example).
Utilizing a 1.07 third and .82
fourth translates in tighter gears
and a very efficient ‘box on
twisty roads, when backed with
an engine with extra torque!
These transmissions met some
success in France during the
’80s, as Simili sold over 60 
of them.

Claude Pelin also helped with
the front beam, inspired by rally
racing. Alterations included more
caster and camber, custom

adjusters to lower the car,
tubular beam stiffeners, Koni
shocks with lowered mounting
points (to utilize stock-length
shocks) and a custom disc brake
kit using Citroën parts – this
setup worked very well. In the
back, Bruno installed less exotic
components, specifically Koni
shocks, Type 3 drums and
modified rubber stops as the
vehicle was slightly lowered. 

Long before ‘sleepers’ gained
acceptance within our hobby, he

ultravw.co.uk18

Below: Behind the Banjo steering

wheel is a recalibrated Porsche

356 tach and a digital Dehne-

style fuel gauge

Bottom: Remove the speaker

grille and you will discover three

VDO gauges (including a 356

speedo restored by Hollywood

Speedometer)

Below left: Vintage Hurst 

shifters are rare – this one was

restored by Jeff Shan in the USA

Clean interior, eh? A pair of

Cobra Classic buckets

dressed in vinyl replace 

the factory seats
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also elected to paint his fake
Split in a subdued hue, in stark
contrast with the popular
pastel colours of the era. The
shade of grey in question
actually dressed old Citroën
2CVs! First motivated by a stout
1600cc motor followed by a
1915cc, Simili’s project car
became a regular fixture at
European VW shows. On a
personal note, I vividly
remember riding shotgun with
Bruno to the 1987 edition of the

Bad Camberg vintage meet –
and the distinctive sound of the
straight cut gears of the
transmission made a lasting
impression, too! 

The Beetle changed hands
in 1989, with the new caretaker
keeping it until 1998. That’s
when another hero of our tale
who lives near Paris came into
play, Arnaud Valery. He came
across the Split a year earlier,
as he explains: ‘While riding in a
bus to my high school, I noticed

the shape of a 1302 in the back
of a garden. I eventually got in
touch with the guy who had it,
which led to the discovery of
another Bug that he owned: the
famous Old Grise. The car had
not been running for five years
by then.’

With its ATS ‘Cookie Cutter’
wheels and gauges hidden
behind the speaker grille, he
seemed to remember the
vehicle... He thereby dug in his
collection of Super VW

Below: Neat pedal assembly with

cruiser pedal came from of Pedal

Werks, based near Los Angeles

Below right: Blood-red interior

contrasts perfectly with the

grey paintwork. Note seatbelts

are fitted all round, too

Above: Fully dechromed when

modified 30 years ago, the body

has been fitted once again with

side mouldings during its

lengthy restoration
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magazines and, sure enough,
found a memorable 1989 road
test article, pairing a then-new
Golf GTI against the Split. Arnaud
had to have it and an 8-month
negotiation ensued. Eventually,
he sealed a deal and 10,000
Francs or about UK£1,100
changed hands. Oh, the
transaction also involved the
aforementioned 1302 by the
way! Arnaud was finally the
owner of one of approximately a
dozen Beetles equipped with a
full Simili Split Window roof –
only five of them have been

accounted for as of today.
By July 1998, the scruffy VW

had fresh brakes and the 1915cc
engine ran well, so he
enthusiastically ventured on 
the road. 

The fun was short lived... A
few days later, one of the rear
wheels passed Arnaud on a
forest road, resulting in a
damaged rear wing and plenty of
sparks coming from the back of
the car! He consequently
entrusted a body shop to start
the restoration; sadly, the Beetle
remained untouched during the

following eight years – Arnaud
was back to square one. 

Around the end of 2006, his
finances allowed him to get
serious about reviving Old Grise.
And who better to revive it than
Simili? He called the shop and
found out that Bruno Bossut had
sold the business, but the new
company owner, Stéphane
Schwartzman, was eager to help!
He knew the ins and outs of the
Split, having been involved with
Simili during the late ’80s. 

When taking delivery of the
sad-looking Bug, he actually

discovered a vehicle in decent
shape, with the fibreglass having
aged quite well in particular. The
body still needed help, starting
with heater channels. Work
began with refreshing the
suspension, brakes and 4.37-to-1
gearbox (still the old ‘Pelin’ unit),
in order to pass the equivalent of
the local MOT. 

The 1915cc, assembled by
French VW specialist Car
Concept around 1985-86, had
proved very reliable – it even
motivated a Baja Bug during two
Baja races in Spain. But after all
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“He settled on 6Jx15 and 7.5Jx15 American
Racing Torq Thrust D rims, machined to 

the 5x130mm Porsche bolt pattern”

these years, Arnaud felt the Split
deserved a fresh engine, so he
appointed Feller Service to build him
another 1915 around a VW AS41
case. It features an 8-dowelled
69mm VW crank, Mahle 94mm
pistons and cylinders, a Scat C35
camshaft along with
ported/polished VW043 heads.
Induction comes thanks to a pair of
Empi 44mm HPMX carbs, while a
NOS Bosch TZH ignition kit (found on
some Porsche 914s) supplies the
sparks. A Berg 30mm pump feeds
the oil to a full-flow system that
integrates an Empi cooler. Finally,

burned fuel treks through a CSP
Super Competition exhaust. 

Still mostly unrestored, the Split
hit a handful of shows in 2007; but
the bodywork really began two
years later. Stéphane had sold Simili
by then, yet offered to continue the
project at his house, as both
enthusiasts had struck up a
friendship by then. In September
2009, a company called Decap’ Soft
soda-blasted the shell, so as not to
damage the fibreglass, before
William Charbonnier could handle
the final repairs and paint during the
following eight months. Rather than

repainting the car in the same
Citroën ‘mouse grey’, Arnaud
selected a darker colour correct 
for 1953 Standard Beetles, L225 
Jupiter Grey.

While William finished the metal
work, Bertrand at Simili restored the
floor pan, installing dropped
spindles and a 1.5-inch narrowed
front beam; this allowed to better fit
different wheels than the ATSs that
did not suit Arnaud’s taste. He
settled on 6Jx15 and 7.5Jx15
American Racing Torq Thrust D rims,
machined to the 5x130mm Porsche
bolt pattern, then wrapped with
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185/65 and 195/70 Toyo tyres.
KYB shocks reside at all
corners, whilst braking duties
rely on a Tarox 6-piston brake
kit in front, complemented with
Empi discs in the rear. 

Stéphane Schwartzman
finished putting the car
together, including the 1956
sunroof’s system (the Split
featured a fake fibreglass
ragtop until then!),  plus the 
first generation Porsche 911
outside mirror and colour-coded

pop-out windows. 
Under the bonnet, a 1953

‘square’ fuel tank is mounted
thanks to a custom-made steel
plate. Stainless nuts and bolts,
purchased from Darren Dilley at
LanD in Canada, can be found
here and there as well. 

Bruno had chosen loud
Tartan upholstery when
originally building the car, but it
had seen better days. Arnaud
could not convince himself to
use the same type of fabric,

hence the decision to dress the
interior with red vinyl, a task
beautifully performed by
upholsterer Pascal Proust.
Check out the Cobra Classic
bucket seats, found in an Austin
Mini catalogue, with sliding and
tilting rails from a Peugeot 205. 

Watson Streetworks in the
U.S. supplied the trick wring
loom, with the bulk of the
electrical system hiding in a
Plexiglas box located under the
rear seat. Simili’s fibreglass

Above: The trunk area welcomes

a 1953 fuel tank, held in place

with LanD Products tabs

Below left: A pair of 44mm

carburettors feed the mild

1915cc engine – a fun combo to

drive around Paris!

Below: American Racing rims

with desirable 50th Anniversary

centre caps contribute to the hot

rod appearance of the Bug. Note

Tarox 6-piston calipers, too.

“Ultimately, it took Arnaud close to 15 years to
finally complete his ‘historical’ project car”
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dash remains in place and
welcomes a Porsche 356
tachometer, calibrated by
Hollywood Speedometer to read
8,000rpm instead of 7,000. The
same Californian company
changed the face of the 356
speedo from mph to kph; the
gauge hides in company of two
other instruments (oil temp and
pressure) behind the removable
speaker grille.

Additionally, notice the cool
Banjo 3-spoke steering wheel

with a Porsche horn button,
along with a genuine ’70s 
Hurst shifter restored by Jeff
Shan in America – he powder-
coated the unit and fitted a
walnut knob. 

More goodies came from
the U.S., in the shape of a pedal
assembly from Scott Stuart at
Pedal Werks. This special order
unit was conceived to mount on
the 1973 floor pan, yet
integrates a cruiser pedal and
resembles 1953 pedals.

Ultimately, it took Arnaud
close to 15 years to finally
complete his ‘historical’ project
car, thanks to the help of
enthusiasts mentioned in the
article – Stéphane
Schwartzman and Jean-René
Feller in particular. 

This Split-lookalike has
played an important role in
defining the European scene
and we should be grateful to
Arnaud for giving the Simili Bug
a new lease of life!  UVW

Above: The fibreglass wings

feature turn signals hidden

behind the horn grilles, a kit

offered by Simili back in the ’80s

Below: By 1998, the sorry-

looking car was running again –

but only for a short while!

1. Back in the ’80s, Simili made a
fibreglass ‘Split’ roof section to
fit pre- ’64 small-window Bugs
2-3 These photos show the Split,
equipped with stock hubcaps, on
its way to Bad Camberg in 1987
(The silver Bug featured a
complete Simili Split kit as well)
4. Later on, builder Bruno Bossut
installed Porsche ‘Cookie-Cutter’
rims (manufactured by ATS)

1 2

3 4
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Split-screen Campers, Vans and Buses!
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1. Richard Krom’s Resto-Cal Bug is simply beautiful – we love it!

2. This rare FT Bonito looked great with the subtle silver race stripe

3. The Buggy club of the Netherlands always turn out some crazy rides

4. This Split-window Bug was in superb condition – a top restoration!

5. Marco de Waal’s old speed-styled racer is period perfect

6. This late-model cabrio proves that rat-look isn’t just for early rides!

AIRCOOLED
WINTERFEST
Dokke Sahertian heads for an indoor meeting in
the Netherlands, which was held in January
Words: Dokke Sahertian  Photos: Ronald Veth, Dokke Sahertian

2

1

3

T
he winter months
are the time when
we lock ourselves
away and cover 
up our precious 

VWs or work on a fresh 
project in preparation for 
the summer season. 

To break up the cold
winter spell, VW fans in the
Netherlands head for the
Aircooled Winterfest, which
takes place in the first week
of January (as it has done for

the past 15 years).
It’s a great place to pick up

the parts you need to
complete a project and also to
catch up with old friends.

This year we heard that
there was a new team
organising the event, so we

thought we’d check it out to
see what had changed. The
first thing we noticed was the
relaxed atmosphere and well
organised market place. This
wasn’t just like a show that

“The first thing we noticed was
the relaxed atmosphere”
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6

4

5
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1
2 3 4

“We were also amazed
by the sheer number of

air-cooled VWs, 
which turned up for

this chilly early-
January meeting”
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crams all the trade together and leaves the
cars parked outside, it’s a very well organised
event with a great layout.

Just a few days after the New Years
celebrations, the Beetle Club of the
Netherlands continued the festivities by
providing the crowds with hundreds of
‘oliebollen’ ( raisins donuts ) to salute and wish
everybody a happy New Year. This is what we

mean about the friendly atmosphere –
everyone was happy and having fun!

The organisers certainly made a big effort
to get together some extremely rare cars – the
kind of stuff many people might never have
seen before. Some of the coachbuilts and
wartime VWs were so rare that they actually
had to make special arrangements with the
insurance company to ensure they were
covered to their full market value! We over
heard one conversation that mentioned that at

least one of the rarities on display was valued
at a cool  €750,000... can you guess which it
might have been? If you’re not sure, you’ll just
have to wait to see, as the feature on that
vehicle is booked and coming your way soon!

We were also amazed by the sheer number
of air-cooled VWs, which turned up for this
chilly early-January meeting. It just goes to
show that not all of us are fair-weather 

VW guys!
However, we have to mention the ‘big prize’

at the show... a fully-restored Beetle! This isn’t
some barely-driveable pile of junk, this was a
professionally-restored car imported from
Norway, which was donated by the show
sponsor, Keverland. The lucky winner was
drawn at random, and the guy was speechless
for at least 15 minutes after being awarded the
keys to his new ride!   UVW
www.aircooledwinterfest.nl
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1. Before you ask, it’s a Wendler!

This superb restoration was

awarded the best in show trophy

2. Kemperink makes for a great

Campervan conversion

3. New and used spares aplenty

4. Jac Rientjes super-original

1962 Karmann cabriolet

5. Smallframe Vespa, BMX and

Bay window Camper – all funky!

6. Rat-rod featured body parts

sourced from both Bug and Bus

(not to mention a seriously

chopped and channeled body!)

7. The Hot Rod drag car is

renowned for crazy launches and

wheelstands... but not indoors!

8. Good quality, late-model Type

3s are far more common in the

Netherlands than in the UK. This

Fastback is one of the cleanest

9. Slammed rat Buses rule!

10. Stefan Jansen’s award

winning Notchback was so nice

we decided to photograph it for a

feature in an upcoming issue!

11/12. Original Kübelwagen was

parked next to Schwimmwagen

#3 – about as early as they get!

1112

7

98 10

“The organisers certainly made a big effort 
to get together some extremely rare cars – 

the kind of stuff many people might 
never have seen before”
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4

2 3
1. This was the special display, which

contained all the wartime and coachbuilt

creations. Simply awesome!

2. Unrestored, late-model Type 3 Notchback

still wears its original paint

3. This is the draw for the Beetle

giveaway. The car was fully restored and

one lucky showgoer was handed the keys

4. This is one of only two Porsche

Beutler’s in the World. It ranks up there

with the rarest and most desirable of all

the coachbuilt VW/Porche creations and

you can read all about it very soon..

“we have to mention the
‘big prize’ at the show... 
a fully-restored Beetle!”

1
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Make a stand.
If you are tired of constantly bending down, crouching or hitting your head, then we might just have the 

solution. OPUS is a stylish, practical and luxurious folding camper designed to look great, with or without a 

VW Camper. With 8 ft. ceilings and enough room to swing the proverbial cat, the spacious 6-berth OPUS 

is the ultimate VW accessory. So let’s stand tall against bruised heads and aching knees once and for all.

Make a stand and start your adventure today with OPUS.
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T
here is no easy way
of putting it, the
first time you see
inside the immense
Just Kampers

warehouse you can’t help but
be taken back. The enormity
brings to mind the closing
sequence of Raiders of the
Lost Arc when Indiana Jones
hands over the ‘Arc to at
Hanger 51 to be stored away
forever amongst the
seemingly endless boxes the
American government keeps
from the rest of the world.

Although, having said this,
once reality kicks back in and
the realization every one of
the thousands of items in the
JK warehouse is available to
buy on-line on the company
website, we were still
awestricken. The stocks may
seem infinite but they need to
be to fuel a huge turnaround.
On the day we visited a 45-
foot container had just arrived
with 900 of the new line of
Campershop Retro Awnings.
Those in the know may be
thinking that’s a misprint as
they only do 20 and 40-foot
containers, but to cram more
products inside this one had
an additional 5 feet welded on
and it overhung from the back

of the trailer. When the doors
were opened, we saw the
boxes of awnings were
packed so solidly, there
wasn’t even room to put them
on pallets. This was the
second delivery of the day
and, it’s a daily routine for the
‘goods in’ team, who unload,
book in, label and place
products in their allocated
locations.
Bomber Command

We couldn’t help but
question JK’s MD and founder,
Mark Reynolds, about the fact
the huge warehouse was
clearly aged. It doesn’t look
like it was built a couple of
years ago, let’s put it that
way. But he seemed quite
proud to explain, as we
walked through it, there’s a
good reason it looks old, as he
told us it is a flat-packed
Second World War aircraft
hangar that was used in the
desert by the USAF to store
and maintain bombers, so pre-
dates Ikea by decades! When
we reached the furthest end
of the hangar, we arrived at
another equally interesting
division of the company, the
Preservation Parts repair
panel manufacturing facility.
This fully kitted out workshop

has three full-time employees
who turn flat steel sheet, of
the correct gauge, into
perfectly formed replicas of
original VW panels. The level
of quality is, without
question, as good as we’ve
seen. Every panel is powder-
coated light grey, so it won’t
be covered in surface rust
from storage before you weld
it in. As Mark explained, ‘The
repair panels being sold were
becoming an issue as they
were lower gauge steel and
most were copies of copies.
Each time they’d been copied
the dimensions moved further
away from the original panel.
We heard so many complaints
from restorers who were
forced to waste time adapting
panels to fit them we decided
to do something about it. We
went back to the drawing
board and rather than copy
copies, we shipped in rust free
vehicles and took them apart
to make exact facsimiles. We
are very proud of all of the
panels we make on site, as JK
has always wanted to help
owners not only maintain, but
sustain their VWs in the
future.’ The Preservation Parts
are shipped all over the world,
but the highest accolade has

JUST KAMPERS

    

We headed off to Hampshire for a behind the scenes insight into the 
vast mail order VW parts specialist that is Just Kampers...

Above: Preservation parts is a

division of Just Kampers, which

tackles the reproduction panels

etc, which are all fabricated by a

skilled team at the JK facility

Below: Just Kampers have their

own in-house design team

working to produce top-notch

catalogues for all VW models
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to be that Mark Reynolds took
the range of panels to
Volkswagen’s own Type 2
restoration factory in Hanover
last year where they were
compared with original New
Old Stock panels and were
deemed so exact, VW bought

them all on the spot!
They’ve come a long way…

We’re sure Mark would
never have expected to be
visiting VW and selling parts
he’d manufactured when he
started JK in 1989. Back then
he was as one man band,

servicing and welding up Bay
Windows in a workshop that
wasn’t actually long enough
to fit a whole Type 2 inside.
Since then there’s been quite
a few changes of premises. JK
moved from Bagshot in 1990
to larger building previously

used as a Rolls Royce service
and repair shop. He could now
accommodate up to six
Campers. Sadly, next-door
was a retirement home his
new neighbours didn’t share
his enthusiasm for air-cooled
VWs. As the business boomed,

ultravw.co.uk34

Every VW specialist 

should have a workshop!
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the JK crew were virtually
working 24-hours a day to try
and keep up with the
workload. By now they were
breaking vans on a constant
basis and selling the parts.
But the noise of Bay Windows
being cut apart fuelled

complaints from neighbours,
making it obvious they would
need to look for somewhere
more suitable.

From what Mark was
telling us, the need for
secondhand parts just keep
on coming, and this was the

instigating influence behind
the change from VW workshop
to parts specialist.

The team had also grown
to include Pete Dempsey who
remains an integral part of
the team to this day. He is
now JK’s Development

Director, and has been behind
many of the parts unique to
the company, both
reproductions and new JK
creations. The latest behind a
fabulous modern take on the
classic Westfalia camping
interior. It has the classic

35April 2015
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looks, but boasts
contemporary equipment such
as the hob. Another new
product, relating to the same
subject is reproduction
Westfalia edging trim. JK has
spent a lot of time on this
project and now offers all of
the various profiles, so anyone
with dried out trim and no way
of replacing it now has no
reason not to replace it. The
latest project has been to
reintroduce Hella starter
motors, dynamos and
alternators, which had ceased
being available due to an
influx of low grade Chinese
copies. This was a joint
venture between the two
companies, with Preservation
Parts supplying the core units
to remanufacture, as Hella
had long since stopped
keeping core units. The
PP/Hella units are available
now, so we don’t have to
accept poor quality copies
any longer.
Keep on moving…

The company moved once
more in 1992 to premises
today home to Farnborough
VW Centre. The retail parts
supply side of things
continued to grow and Mark
started to look further afield
for parts. He set off with an
old VW dealer location map
and toured around Europe
looking for parts. He then
looked to the West and
headed off to California and
this netted a supply of Bay

Window rust free panels,
beams and so on. The demand
was so high he ended up
opening his own breaker’s
yard stripping and shipping
Bus parts to the UK. Looking
back he is under no illusion
the Bays they broke would be
restored today.

The amount of parts they
were dealing with was such
that the site was crammed.
And then it happened… A
chance encounter at a
swapmeet led Mark and Pete
to a monumental supply of
Genuine VW NOS parts. After
sealing a deal on container
loads of parts, they realized
they didn’t have space to
store the parts. And this was
how they ended up in the
warehouse they are now in.
Out of Africa

By the end of the Nineties,
Mark headed to South Africa
as the T25 was still in
production there. This netted
a supply of spares that were
unavailable in the UK, and
thousands of happy
customers. Mark told us ‘This
was the period when it
became clear many of our
customers preferred to shop
via mail order and so we
started to focus on this side
of the business. We started to
expand our warehouse and get
everything more organised.
We have always made sure we
have an organised warehouse
that is logically laid out and
today we run all order picking

on handheld computers to
minimize the chance of errors.’

The business continued to
grow and more of the
warehouse was taken over as
time passed. The increase in
orders necessitated more
sales staff, so offices had to
be built into the building. By
2003 Internet business was
picking up pace up, and JK
took this very seriously, they
also started to stock a wider
range of products and
importing new lines such a
EMPI – today they offer the
whole EMPI range and fast-
track parts via air-freight.
24-7-365…

JK was one of the first VW
specialists to embrace on-line
trading and clearly has made
every effort to make being a
JK customer as simple and
trouble free as possible. You
can order 24 hours a day, 7
days a week and your order
will be processed and
dispatched either the same
day or for out of hours orders,
the following morning. You
can even order on Saturday
and get your delivery on
Sunday.

As interest in Campers
and camping boom, the
company started to
manufacture its own ranges
on essentials such as
melamine dinner sets,
awnings and cool boxes. They
have gone on to produce glass
for van conversions,
replacement rubber - this list

Above: CSP sump plates are just

one of hundreds of top quality

aftermarket parts stocked at

Just Kampers

Below: Just Kampers powder-

coats its own parts in-house to

ensure quality control
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goes on and on…
As the decade drew to a

close, JK saw the benefits of
social media, especially
Facebook to stay in touch
with customers, colleagues
and friends on a daily basis.
JK Down under

With a need for spare
parts that seemed to keep
growing, Just Kampers
Australia was launched in
2010 with a warehouse in
Auburn, Australia. By having a
partner on the other side of
the world, JK has been able to
minimize shipping costs and
dispatch times to VW owners
who were previously having to
do all the legwork themselves.

Back at home the
business continued to be fine-
tuned and kept on expanding
with a total revision of the
website and on-line shop and
more new product ranges.
Preservation Parts was
launched in 2013, as the team
knew there was something
missing from the classic air-
cooled VW scene, with both
mechanics and customers
calling for a range of higher
quality parts and accessories. 

This involved months
searching around the world

and throughout their
extensive range to pick out
the very best parts and
accessories available for
Beetles, Ghias, Type 3s, Split
Screens, Bays and T25s. They
tested them and then
included them in to the
Preservation Parts range. 

This is an ongoing process
and new parts and
accessories are added to the
range based on their quality.
Open Day Event

For the last four years, JK
has held an annual event,
which started as a one- day
meeting and has grown to be
a weekend camping event
attracting 1000s of
customers. Although the JK
Open Day is held on the
Saturday and goes on through
the evening, pre-booked
campers start arriving on the
Friday evening and camp in
the picturesque setting in the
Hampshire countryside until
Sunday afternoon. This year,
the JK Open Day will be held
on Saturday 6th June - but as
usual if you are camping you
can pitch up on Friday the 5th
and stay until Sunday the 7th.
(head for www.justkampers.com
to find out more!)

Silver Service

The advent of the 25
years in business, the Silver
Anniversary of Just Kampers,
saw Mark and his wife Kerry
partake on a mammoth coast
to coast road trip across the
U.S.A in a 1972 Bay Window
Westfalia. The journey of over
5,000 miles from Los Angeles
to New York included visits to
VW specialists along the way.
JK customers were able to join
in thanks to regular updates
on Facebook and Twitter, and
you’ll be amazed when you
hear the posts reached over
300,000 VW fans.

We’re now well into the
26th year of JK, and they are
as focused on giving their
customers even slicker
service. On the day of our visit
8 of the 40-strong team were
busy restructuring the area of
the warehouse where the
smaller items are stored to
make it even easier to pick
customer orders. Mark also
told us they have been
working with the courier
companies they use to
provide the fastest possible
delivery of order.

Earlier we mentioned JK
has an ethos of not only

helping owners maintain, but
also sustain their VWs in the
future, and this fact is backed
up by the vast stocks of Bay
Window panels and
components the company
ordered when news that VW
Brazil was to stop production
of the Type 2. 

They have hundreds of
cab doors, sliding doors, rear
corners, sides, nose panels -
you name it - to make it
possible to provide parts for
years to come.

With literally tens of
thousands of orders each year
leaving JK, we think Mark
Reynolds and his team should
be proud of what they have
created from that single
garage back in 1989. 

The element we really like,
is JK has remained a family
business. The majority of the
staff are VW people, and this
means they understand their
customers as they share the
same passion. UVW

Just Kampers
Unit 1, Stapeley Manor,
Long Lane, Odiham,
Hampshire, RG29 1JE
Sales: 0345 121 5656
www.justkampers.com
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Have your say
Letters, e-mails, your cars and technical enquiries – info@ultravw.co.uk

SPLIT FAN!

ultravw.co.uk38

Dear Ultra VW, This old black and white photo (see
right) shows a sign located in Fallerslaben, Germany
during the early 1940s. It points to the direction of
the Volkswagen Werk factory (about 6km away). 
The building in the background still remains today
but the sign was removed during the post war
period. I thought it would be neat to have such a
sign for my model collection... So, I built one from
scratch and it was truly a labour of love!
Robert Gilmore
Via Email

RETURN OF THE TOYS

Dear Ultra VW, I am a 16 year old
Split-screen fan from Cornwall
and a big fan of your magazine. I
wanted to share some of these
Split screen oddities I’ve
stumbled across on the Internet
with you.
Martin Leymore
Via Email
Thanks Martin – if you find any
more, post them on the Ultra VW
Facebook page or just add
#UltraVW to any social media
posts you make! (see next page!)
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This month we’ve just picked a handful of the recent posts from our favourite
social media sites, which feature #UltraVW. If you want to get involved, why
not post a picture of your project and keep your eyes peeled for it next month!

SOCIAL MEDIA PINBOARD

Don’t forget to add #UltraVW to your posts, which
will appear on the tagcloud at www.ultravw.co.uk
for all to see! Whether it’s Twitter, Instagram or
Facebook, don’t forget to tag us in!
Paul Knight
#UltraVW
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Arnaud Valery’s superb, back-dated 

’61 Bug has been fitted with a Simili

fibreglass roof section to replicate the

classic style of a Split-window Bug
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www.rothfink.com
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SHOWTIME
2-6 CamperFest
Chester Race Course
www.chesterfoodanddrink.co.uk/camperfest

10-12 Elemental VW Show
Crouch Valley Showground, Rayleigh, Essex
www.elementalvw.org.uk

12 GTI Spring Festival
Santa Pod Raceway, Wellingborough, Northants 
www.vwaction.com/gtispring

12 Clubs Unite at The Beach
Berrow Beach, Somerset
www.facebook.com/clubsuniteatthebeach

17-19 Vintage at Zandvoort
Zandvoort, Netherlands  
www.vintage-at-zandvoort.nl

17-19 Bus Types VW Show
Oswestry Showground, Oswestry, Shropshire
www.bustypesvwshow.co.uk

24-26 Big Bang
Santa Pod Raceway, Wellingborough, Northants 
www.big-bang.co.uk

30 DFL May Cruise Madness
Hannover, Germany
www.dflvwclub.de
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There are great savings to be made on many of our 1,000s of new and 
second hand VW parts, so now’s the time to check out our website for 
the latest deals. And if you can’t see a package that suits you, simply 
drop us an email at info@megabug.co.uk with your requirements 

and we’ll personally tailor a great deal, just for you.

SAVE MONEY
WITH A MEGABUG PACKAGE DEAL

0208 317 7333 • megabug.co.uk
Unit 3 • Whitehart Road • London • SE18 1DG

0208 317 7333facebook.com/megabugtwitter.com/Megabug_vw

BRAKES  •  ENGINE PARTS  •  PEDALS & LINKAGE  •  RUBBERS & SEALS  •  SERVICE PARTS

MGB_Package-Deals-A4.indd   1 17/02/2015   12:33
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BACK TO THE BUG-INS
Our friend Bill Mortimer has been a great asset to Ultra VW,
having shared with you a number of pictures he took during the
California Bug-Ins, between 1968 and 1983. As he recently
unearthed another stash of long-lost photos (see June 2014 UVW),
it seemed fitting to open our pages once again to a handful of his
treasures – enjoy these fantastic historical documents!

Words Stephan Szantai

Photos from the Bill Mortimer Archives (Thank You Bill!)

3 4

1 2

1979 – You could be led to believe that everybody
went ‘Cal Look’ in ’79. Not so, as established by this
picture, showing Baja Bugs and customs.
Participants often complained that cars were parked
like sardines at the Bug-Ins. We understand why!
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Above: 1981 – Yep, that’s a ‘Squareback Baja’,
something you definitely don’t see every
day! The offbeat project had the
characteristics of an off-roader: raised
suspension, fat dirt tyres over Jackman-style
rims, flared wings to cover them... Check out
the interesting choice of custom bumpers

Above:  1979 – Dave Wright owned this chopped ’54 
sedan that belonged to Keep on Buggin’, a club from 
Long Beach formed around 1968. The vehicle relied on 
a stout 78x88mm engine (1897cc); it also sat on New 
Old Stock BRMs

Right 1981 – Motivated by Kawell Racing
Engines (KRE), the Precious Time buggy saw
occasional action at the Bug-Ins
Above: This picture shows the tub as it
appeared at the 2008 Bug-In in Fontana. As
you might notice, it now has a longer
wheelbase, different wheels and roll cage

1. 1981 – Here is what happens
when you hack 7 inches from
the roof of a Bug, arguably a tad
too much if you ask some...
Kevin New’s ’68 Bug was
painted by Kolor me Kustom and
ran an 1835cc motor with dual
Weber carburettors

2. 1979 – At first, we didn’t
pay much attention to this 
23-window Samba, fitted 
with inexpensive Appliance
Pacer wheels and featuring
radiused rear wheel openings.

But a closer look revealed 
a Barndoor (gasp!), as 
confirmed by the ‘DANS54’
license plate!

3. 1981 – Mike Billings’ ’67
Beetle, which wore the license
plate ‘DELUX67’, won the
coveted Best of Show award at
Bug-In 25. It additionally
graced the cover of VW Trends
Magazine in March 1981. Mike
joined the second generation 
of Der Kleiner Panzers during
the ’70s

4. 1980 – Little is known about
Paul Danieli’s ’63 Bug, possibly
because it wasn’t a regular So-
Cal fixture – Paul hailed from
Santa Maria 150 miles
northwest of L.A.. Satin-finish
Centerlines, louvers (in the
bonnet) and Vitaloni Baby
Tornado mirrors were popular
details back then.

5. 1981 – R&M, one of the lesser
known independent
Volkswagen outlets in Orange
County, sponsored this

colourful drag car. The shop was
located in Garden Grove, a
quaint city that incidentally
hosted DKP’s 2014 Pre-Classic
Cruise Night last June

6. 1981 – This dechromed
Cabriolet certainly screams
‘California Look’, thanks to its
dual Quietpack-style muffler and
Porsche alloys. Rather than
today’s 205/70 tyres,
enthusiasts often chose narrower
165s or 185s. It seems that the
motor had plenty of ‘go’, too!

6

5
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GRANDIOSE
GRAND NATIONAL

Arguably the most famous indoor
car show in the world, California’s
prestigious Grand National
Roadster Show (GNRS) has rarely
staged VWs since its inception in
1950. This all changed last year
with a special display of
Volkswagen gassers. And last
January, German tin was once
again well represented thanks to a
group of the highest calibre!

Words & Photos: Stephan Szantai

B
ack in April 2014,
Ultra VW devoted a
couple of pages to
the small invasion
of historical Vee

Dub drag cars at the Grand
National, including entries from
the Schley Brothers and the
Berg family. It was quite a
sight! Volkswagens had the
honour of being invited to the
show once again in 2015,
although race vehicles weren’t
part of the equation this time.
Instead, promoters (with help
from gasser guru Robert Rey)

chose to celebrate street-
driven rides, all lined up in one
of the seven buildings hosting
the event.

Participating in the GNRS is
a big deal for a large portion of
the car hobby, since close to
50,000 visitors come to check
out about 500 vehicles
displayed indoor, along with
another few hundred outside.
For three days, America’s best
hot rods, customs, race cars,
street machines, lowriders,
motorcycles and more invade
Pomona’s fairgrounds, not even

a mile away from one of the
world’s first permanent
dragstrips – it opened in 1951
– that remains active to this
day.

Only a handful of VW
enthusiasts have had the
privilege of entering their pride
and joy at the GNRS, since the
shows inception 65 years ago;
so it was great to witness a
decently-sized display of Vee
Dubs last January. They
represented different
segments of our scene (Resto
Cal, custom, Volksrod...), in the

shape of Bugs, Buses, Ghias
and even a Notchback. 

Trophy winners included
Ron Berry’s insane 1965 Bus
(Radical Van class), A.J. Bos’
1961 Samba (Conservative
Van), Eric Goodman’s Volksrod
(Radical Compact), together
with Jason Smith, Karl Heinlein
and Mark Emerald (1st to 3rd in
the Compact Custom
category). These guys truly
seemed to enjoy the
experience – we can’t wait to
see an even larger flock of
Volkswagens next year!  UVW

1

2

GRAND NATIONAL
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1. Based in Arizona, Sic Chops built the

amazing ‘Bosbus’ based on a ’61 23-

Window for A.J. Bos. Check out the

unusual rims, manufactured by Colorado

Custom – you love them or hate them.

The tasteful cockpit has a modern twist,

with unique seating and interesting

details, such as the engine cooling vents

grafted behind the front seats

2. Der Blitzkrieg Käfers club member

Spencer McFarland displayed his Iceland

Green ’54 Oval, loaded with vintage

accessories and motivated by a 2332cc

motor. It tows an era correct, single-

wheeled Sears Allstate trailer

3. Jason Smith towed his ’63 KG coupé

(featured in our May 2014 issue) all the

way from Oregon. Rolling on 19-inch

Porsche rims, it exhibits a ton of

alterations, including angled Porsche

356 headlights. Yet, the most

impressive aspect of the car might be

the engine – a 600-horse turbo 2443cc!

4/5. Talk about an outrageous Bus! 

Utah-resident Ron Berry created his

cartoonish and surprisingly large Samba

from scratch. The whole split screen

facia was modified into a door (!), thus

giving access to the front bench seat.

Power comes from a 2276cc motor

topped with a B&M supercharger and 

a Holley carb

3

4

5

6

Above: Fitted with a 1930 Ford
front axle, Eric Goodman’s ‘Das
Rod’ looked right at home in the
show, dominated by street/hot
rods. The topless Bug features a
number of alterations: suicide
doors and bonnet, chopped split
windscreen, one-off rocker
panels... In the back lurks a Type
4 lump from a Porsche 914
Left: You might remember this
’64 Notchback from a previous
Ultra VW issue (June 2007). It
still belongs to DBK club member
Karl Heinlein, who chose to equip
the vehicle with a turbocharged
317-horse 2276cc. Since our
photo shoot, Karl has installed a
set of genuine Cosmic rims
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Jeremy Brooks began with a rusted-out ’shell and
has carefully grafted in fresh steel without

damaging that cool, sunburnt patina
Words: Paul Knight   Photos: Jeff Standley

THEDIRTYPICKLE

www.rothfink.com
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1. Proof that Rothfink has become a global phenomenon! Giant decals are available via www.rothfink.com

and have proved to be popular, especially with the rust’n’rat brigade!

2. Australian accessory side trim was hard to find, but was well worth the effort as it looks great

3. Empi bumper bars are a neat addition to the US-over-rider bumpers. Who said rat rides can’t enjoy a bit of bling?

4. Allstate ‘tag-a-long’ single wheel trailer hooks up to the bumper irons and is one cool accessory.

Originally sold by Sears, these one-wheel trailers are now highly desirable, especially in VW circles!

ultravw.co.uk54

Left: Jeremy Brooks is the man

behind the VW LooseNuts safari

screens for Bugs, Type 3s and

Karmann Ghias

Jeremy is a member of the club

Rögue VW Kultüre – be sure to

look them up on Facebook!

2.

1.

3. 4.

“Jeremy also somehow manages to find
the time to build cool rides and also

spend quality time with his wife, Melisa
and children, Casey, Cody and Taylor”
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J
eremy Brooks is a busy
man. By day he’s a
project superintendent
for a very large general
contractor in Portland,

Oregon, while in his spare time,
he fabricates and sells Safari
windows for Bugs, Type 3s and
even Karmann Ghias, which he
markets under the name VW
LooseNuts.

But that’s not all, Jeremy
also somehow manages to find
the time to build cool rides and
also spend quality time with
his wife, Melisa and children,
Casey, Cody and Taylor... like

we said, a very busy guy!
In the past, Jeremy has

owned countless VWs, but the
more notable cars include a
cool panama beige ‘64 with a
2-in raised transmission and
‘flat’ floorpans to get it as
close to the floor as possible. It
also featured a 4-in narrowed
beam and the first safari
windscreen he ever built. He
also put together a sweet ’67
13-window Bus, which was
narrowed front and rear and a
trick ’67 squareback, which
featured a raised transmission
and flat floors.

We asked Jeremy what his
first VW was and he replied,
‘Back in ’98 I found a ’67 Bus
sitting on a driveway a few
blocks from our family home’.
He continued, ‘ I hassled the
owner every couple of days,
and even used to sit inside it
and read through his collection
of VW Trends magazines,
which lived in a box on the
seat!’. 6 months of chasing
eventually paid off and Jeremy
had started his journey into
the world of VWs.

The story behind the car
you see here is pretty amazing.

In short, this jungle green ’56
had sat rotting in a field for
around 25 years before being
rescued by a guy named
Raymond Hamilton. The car
was in a real mess and, despite
his good intentions, Ray
eventually realised that it was
too far gone for him, hence he
advertised it for sale. Months
passed and the phone didn’t
ring once, so Ray decided it
was time to cut this thing
loose and donate it to the right
person, i.e. somebody who
would rebuild it and bring it
back to life.

“The story behind the 
car you see here is 
pretty amazing...”
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“The body was now rock
solid and worthy of a

glossy restoration, however
that’s not Jeremy’s style...”
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This is where a mutual
friend of Raymond and
Jeremy, Dane, heard about the
car and immediately called
Jeremy to put the pair in
touch. Ray was happy to let it
go, so Jeremy hooked up a
trailer and drove 4 hours to
collect a car he had yet to
see! Jeremy told us, ‘It was
clear that the car was in a
very bad state, but Ray was
really cool and even gave me
some parts he’d collected,
such as the tail lights and

some dashboard hardware’.
What followed was a full

year of metalwork replacing
practically the entire lower 4-
inches of the body.

Jeremy commented,
Heater channels, closing
plates and lower rear quarter
panels were all replaced using

KlassicFab Gerrison metal or
panels I’d made myself/ There
were also repairs to the
bulkhead, lower A-pillar and
the lower sections of both
doors, too. While he was
fabricating, Jeremy went on
to create the mountings for
the bullet indicators on the

front wings.
The body was now rock

solid and worthy of a glossy
restoration, however that’s
not Jeremy’s style... he’s a fan
of patina! And so, the repairs
were carefully blended into
what was left of the original
jungle green paint.

57April 2015

1. Skeleton seats are more comfortable than you’d imagine... thankfully!

2. Jeremy stands back to admire his handiwork and superb stancemanship – His sweatshirt says it all!

3. The steering wheel is also skeletal in appearance as it has been striped back to the bare steel rim

4. Safari windscreens have been available on Buses for years... now Bug owners can get in on the action!

5. Jeremy made the opening rear window, too – It certainly draws plenty of attention wherever he goes

5.4.

1. 3.2.
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The next task was the
chassis... or what was left of
it! New floorpans were fitted
and the framehead was cut
off and moved back by 1 3/8-
in. If you’ve not heard of this
‘framehead-shortening’ trick,
we should explain that it
moves the wheels further
back in the wheelarch for a
more centred appearance
when seriously lowering a car.
It also provides much needed
clearance for the headlight
bowls, hence is more than just
an aesthetic modification.

A 4-in narrowed beam was
fitted and the steering
column was shortened to
accommodate the new beam
position. The result? Full lock
with no interference issues!

At the rear, the car was
dropped by 2 inner splines and
1 outer spline, and is also
fitted with extended and
notched spring plates to
correct the geometry (i.e. fix
the ‘toe-in’ problems caused
when decambering to this
degree).

The wheels are 6-in Fuchs

all round with 155/60R15
front and 165R15 rear tyres.
Yes, this car has plenty of
rubber on the road, yet the
narrowed beam makes it look
like any other ‘skinny-tyre’
car – very smart!

Jeremy explained, ‘Rob
Dewoff helped me out with a
lot of the missing bits and
pieces, and I had my buddies
Carl and Dean come over to
help me with the rebuild of
the 36-hp motor’.

Inside is, well, pretty
basic! There’s no ‘soft

furnishings’ at all... just bare
seat frames and a stripped
back steering wheel.

But, the finishing touches
are the front and rear Safari
windows (hand made by
Jeremy) and that oh-so-cool
Australian side trim. Oh, and
let’s not forget the single
wheel Allstate trailer. In short,
one of the coolest cruisers
we’ve seen in quite some
time!  UVW
If you like the look of the VW
LooseNuts Safaris, log on to
www.facebook.com/VWLoosenuts

“But, the finishing touches are the front and rear
Safari windows (hand made by Jeremy) and that 

oh-so-cool Australian side trim”

Albert mirrors, bullet indicators and

that Australian side trim all add

character and style to the project

Above: All-centrifugal advance

Bosch 019 distributor is cool!

Right: Motor is a stock 36hp unit,

which purrs along nicely. When

you look this cool, who cares

about driving fast?
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H
aving previously
covered some
1980s race cars, I
thought I’d take a
look at the ’90s

this time round.

Things had started to get
serious by the ’90s with some
pretty big money being sunk
into impressive machinery and
the turbocharged motors were
really starting to boom.

There were still plenty of
carbs and stingers, but also a
healthy dose of Nitrous Oxide
really helped to get those
wheels in the air!

And the engineering and

paintwork of some of the
newer cars was amazing...
some of the cars were better
prepared than many show
cars!  UVW  Search for
Dubstalgia on Facebook!

UK CAL LOOK ARCHIVES
Words: Steve Payne  Photos: Steve Payne, Mark Paine, AP photography, Gwynn Clark

Steve Payne takes a break from the early ’90s show car scene and recalls
some of the drag strip legends from the ‘new-wave’ VW festivals...

1. Keith Seume’s mind-blowing 'No Mercy' looking highly polished
and ready for battle. Watch out for the resurrection later this year!
2. Clockwork Orange was later overhauled and relaunched as Bug
Catcher and raced by Cliff Watkins
3. Jon Rathbone’s car was a revelation – the quality and detailing
was out of this world (This is another car set to race again very soon)
4. We started to see some real 'launches' in the 1990s, 'Still Moody'
never failed to impress! As far as I’m concerned, this was the golden
age of UK drag racing, with some of the best cars ever on the track
5. Brian Burrows owned the Outrage II VW funny car and cool trailer!
6. Gary Angells 'Bugbear' shifted into the new decade with new
sponsors and new modifications. A humble little racer that kept us
very entertained
7. Bill Griffith’s Cold Sweat drag car featured an angle chop and a
heavily channeled body. Note how high the rear wings were cut into
the body, and also that huge rear wing!1

2 3

4 5

6 7
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N
o engine overhaul is a cheap
procedure, and when you’ve
sunk a lot of time, effort and
cash into the overhaul of a
bottom end, it kinda makes

sense to treat the top end to some love,
too. Sure, it’s perfectly acceptable and
possible to hone barrels and de-coke
pistons/fit new rings and then have your
heads chemically cleaned, fitted with new
guides and valves etc but, to be perfectly
honest, we didn’t have the time to sink

into all that labour, and the price of buying
new compared very favourably to paying
the labour charges at an engineering shop!

We picked up an engine overhaul kit
from www.volkspares.co.uk, which included
a fresh set of Mahle 85.5mm barrels and
pistons and a pair of very nice, fully
assembled 040 1600cc cylinder heads with
35.5mm inlet and 32mm exhaust valves.

With a fresh set of pushrod tubes
thrown into the deal, the fitting was easily
tackled in a couple of hours – i.e. many

hours were saved over the lengthy task of
overhauling ageing cylinder heads!

Fitted to our overhauled bottom end,
this motor should provide many years of
reliable service now. Here’s our guide to
installing the parts including the required
torque settings etc.  UVW

Words & Photos: Paul Knight

How to: 1600cc Type 1 top end
Paul Knight fits new 1600cc barrels and pistons and unleaded-ready replacement heads

HOW TO: UNLEADED SWAP

1 2

We had overhauled a 100% stock 1584cc Type 1 bottom end (re-
machined surfaces/crank and fresh bearings throughout), hence we
decided to top it off perfectly with new barrels, pistons and heads

3 4 5

1. In this case, we had a freshly overhauled short block, however this

is what you would be left with if you were upgrading a 1300 or

overhauling a 1600 once the old heads/barrels/pistons are removed

2. The heads we chose were from Volkspares and are brand new

castings with new hardware (valves, springs etc) throughout. They

are unleaded ready and will provide years of service!

4. We assembled all four like this – just far enough into the barrel to

cover the rings whilst allowing to slide the gudgeon pin in. Note the

arrow and size (85.45/1584cc) machined into the face of each piston

3. After everything had been cleaned/degreased, the pistons were

slipped back into the barrels ready to be installed. A piston ring

compressor makes it simple to slot the pistons home
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8 99

5. We started with no. 2 and aligned the arrow on the piston so that it

pointed towards the flywheel. Then, a gudgeon pin retainer was fitted

(flywheel side - as this will be almost impossible to access later)

6. Some prefer the paper gasket (in a gasket set), but we chose to use

just a smear of assembly sealant between the base of the barrel and

the crankcase... The last thing we want is an oil leak!

10 11

10. Then the barrel can be slid down into position over the piston –

note flat side of barrel is in the middle of the motor. You should now

have something that looks like this – note arrow towards piston

11. Next we move on to the No.1 piston assembly. Again the arrow

must face the flywheel and the flywheel side retainer should be

fitted (as before). Barrel flat side should face the flywheel, too

9. Next, the second retainer was fitted. These are quite fiddly, but a

decent pair of long-nose pliers will make the job simple. Ensure that

the clip is properly located in the machined groove of the piston

8. The crank was rotated until the rod was at full stroke then the

piston/barrel was lowered into place. Now it’s just a case of sliding the

gudgeon pin through the small end of the rod until it meets the retainer
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12

14 15

12. The crankshaft can then be rotated by 180-degrees. This will pull

No.2 piston down into the barrel and will raise No. 1 rod ready for the

barrel and piston to be fitted along with the gudgeon pin/retainer

13. And so, once both barrels are fully seated home, the next task is

to fin this deflector tin, which simply pushes between the studs. It

cannot be fitted at a later stage, so don’t forget it now!

16 17

16. These cylinder heads have the ‘040’ part number cast into them –

they are the correct parts for a 1600cc motor and will run cool and

perform well on unleaded fuel, too

17. The pushrod tubes were installed next. We added a very thin

smear of sealant to the seal faces and ensured the seams faced

upwards (to minimise the chances of a problem/leaky tube!)

15. The cylinder heads were cleaned thoroughly. If you want to, you could

lap the top of the barrels into the sealing face of the chambers (with

valve grinding paste), but we felt that unnecessary on a stock engine

14. A fresh set of pushrod tubes and seals came next. These are cheap

enough to be considered ‘essential’ and will certainly make your engine

look the part and be drip free!

13
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18

20 21 22

18. The cylinder head can then be installed – ensure the seals locate

into the heads correctly. There should be plenty of ‘squish’ on the

tubes, which will be taken up as the heads are bolted down

19. We added a smear of sealant to the bottom of the washers (under

the rocker covers) to reduce the chances of oil seeping past. Nuts

were then finger tightened prior to torqueing the cylinder heads

23 24

23. This is the revised torque pattern for the second (and final) stage

of cylinder head nut torque. When you’ve finished one side of the

engine, check everything rotates and looks good then move to...

24. ...the other side of the engine and repeat the whole procedure!

Remember, the arrow on the piston crown always points towards the

flywheel... and good luck with your freshly overhauled top end!

21. Whether you’re running 8mm studs (as we were) or the earlier

10mm studs, the initial torque setting for the wrench is 7 ft-lbs. The

next (final) stage is 18 fit-lbs for 8mm studs or 23 ft-lbs for 10mm

20. This is the initial tightening sequence to follow in order to ensure

the cylinder heads pulls down evenly and will not bind or ‘cock’ as the

pushrod tubes are compressed etc

19
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Projects: Pete Simpson
Peter Simpson is still tinkering with his Subaru-powered T25 project!

S
ometimes, the simplest of
tasks can turn out to be the
most rewarding, and this was
certainly the case when it

came to fitting swivel bases to the
front seats of my T25 Camper!

Brand new swivel bases were
available, albeit priced at around £190
each, hence I decided to hit EBay in
search of a second-hand bargain (well,
a pair would be ideal!).

Having scoured the internet for
quite some time, I eventually stumbled
across a pair of reasonably-priced
(£200 pair) swivel-bases, which I
snapped up right away.

My van came fitted with a pair of

Porsche seats, which were nice, but
didn’t really suit my plans (and were
fixed in position/non adjustable).

I removed these and purchased a
pair of ex-Caravelle ‘armchairs’, which
were very comfy, if a little too ‘blue’ for
my beige/brown van! This will have to
be fixed, so expect some trimming
action in the future. I’ve also just
received a full set of door cards and a
front carpet set from Newton
Commercial, so hopefully I’ll have
something to show you in a future
issue. Then there’s the steering wheel
to deal with, and I fancy a power
steering kit... lots to do, and the
summer is just around the corner! UVW

SIT ON IT AND SPIN (SWIVEL SEATS)

Occupation: Studio Manager
Home town: Horley, Surrey
Cars: 911 Carrera 3.2; Lupo 1.7;
Passat TDi; Mk1 Gti; T25
Years: 1989; 2000; 2006; 
1980; 1988
Owned for: 6yrs; 1yr; 6yrs;
12yrs; 5months
Mods/options: In total, 
far too much to list here!
Contact: pete@ultravw.co.uk
THIS MONTH IN BRIEF:
A full H&R cup suspension kit is
now fitted, and the Bus is now
ready for a careful drive to see
if anything falls off!

PETER SIMPSON
T25

My Subaru Bus project can swivel... (quite literally, as it happens!)
I now have some swivel plates beneath the front seats, which makes
it a comfortable 4-seater ‘lounge’ when camping with friends...

CONTACTS:
www.eurocarparts.com
H&R suspension 
£714.99 plus VAT

Halfords
www.halfords.com
Battery £74.99
Leisure Battery £59.00

Powerflex
www.powerflex.co.uk
T25 bush kit £553.58

German Camper Co
www.germancamper
company.com

JR Finishright Ltd
Horsham 01403 332527

Cool Air 
www.coolairvw.co.uk

EBC Direct
ebcbrakesdirect.com

Yokohama
www.yokohama.co.uk

So its time to get a swivel on and get these Camper seats moving like they should! Firstly I
had outed the Porsche tombstone seats in favour of these captain seats (which came from a
Caravelle). They are in mint condition... but in the wrong colour at the moment!

This is what you should be left with. Some might
remove the runners, but after measuring, I
decided the extra height would be useful

The first part is nice and simple – just slide
the seats off of the runners and lift them
clear of the cab... a 5-second job!

Here’s my EBay purchase – a pair of genuine
swivel bases, which now need to be stripped for
fitting. First job was to remove the 4 nuts...

Once you have removed all 4 nuts, the top
plate should be ready to remove. Note the
position of the lock/release lever (left)
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The centre plate simply lifts up and, as you
rotate it through 180-degrees, you should be
able to slide it free  from the base plate

With the cover plate removed, I could now lift
out the rotating centre plate – don’t lose the
plastic spacers if you remove this part

This shot shows how the base drops perfectly
between the original runners – another reason
for us to keep the old seat runners!

Working from corner to corner (side to side),
the base was welded in place. We allowed
each weld to cool before moving on

Now for the build-up...These plastic guides need
to be put back in place between the base- and
main-plate (They reduce friction when rotating)

At this stage I cleaned everything up and
applied a liberal coating of lubricant/grease
to all of the friction surfaces

To fit the cover plate, remember to rotate it
180-degrees (to slide the lever through the
front hole) before dropping it over the studs

With the locking lever correctly located, the
cover plate was bolted up and we checked
that the lock/release lever operated correctly

This left us with the main mounting plate.
Some prefer to fabricate brackets / bolt these
in place, but we chose to weld them to the rails

The base is made of thick steel plate, hence it
was unlikely that we’d have warped it whilst
welding... but better safe than sorry, eh?

With the main plate dropped in place, we
checked that it rotated easily and without
any tight spots or unnecessary friction etc

Finally, the seats were refitted... I just can’t
wait to hit some summer events to make the
most of my revamped, 4-seater party Bus now!
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It hasn’t turned a

wheel for 5

years... until last

week! I dragged

it (pun intended)

out of retirement

and sent it over

to Kustom

Dubwerks for

some repairs!

Jolly Jim
“Still doin’ it”
Jolly Jim Warner – email: jolly@ultravw.co.uk

A little history lesson...

I
’ve mentioned the
fun I’ve had with my
race car before, but
I thought I might
share some

background and also
recent developments
with you, too.

Having owned the car
for 23 years, we’ve been
through quite a lot
together. It was actually
customised when I first
purchased it some 23
years ago and I guess it
was pretty cool back
then, with yellow paint,
blended wings and
polished Fuchs alloys.

But, I’d already got
the Bug for racing (in a
navy blue Bug with yellow
geometric shapes on the
side – very ‘of the era’!),
so I tapped up my friends
Howard Dalton (of Flat 4
Engineering) Rich Grant
and Nick ‘The Lobster’
Lester to help me begin
the transformation from
show car to race car.

I worked through
various engine
combinations (1500,
1776, 1835, 2276) over
the years, and had my fair
share of success racing

with the VWDRC (winning
the championship in
1995). 

And so, the car
continued to develop over
time, too. Rollcage first,
then a flip-front
(following a front-end
accident) and a Type 1
framehead/beam
conversion by Luke
Theochari at Terrys
Beetle Services, and
eventually a major
chassic overhaul
courtesy of Jeff Hauser in
1998. Jeff unbolted the
original rear end (yes, a
Type 3 has a rear
subframe, hence the
framehorns and rear
suspension can be
unbolted as a single unit)
and fabricated a tubular
rear end which now
supports a swing-axle
transmission with fully
adjustable ladder bar rear
suspension (ie coilovers
now replace the torsion
bars etc). Pete at Cogbox
built a full-on
transmission with a spool
(in place of a diff) and all
the bells and whistles,
while Howard assembled
the 2276cc motor. 

But it was Simon
Emery of Paintbox fame
that helped to get it all
together in 1999, when
the removable panels
were fitted and the
interior kitted out with
aluminium panelling. The
rear wing/lid was all hand
made for the car, and is
still my favourite part!

And so, the car was
very much not a road car
any more – it was a pretty
full-on racecar, certainly
for the day. I raced it in
2000 and, as you’d expect
following such a
comprehensive rebuild, I
had a few issues. I guess
I kind of lost a little love
for the car for a while – it
wasn’t because I didn’t
enjoy the racing, as I
loved every second out
on the track, but I think
the fact that I’d lost the
ability to enjoy it on the
street (where I had
previously ‘learned’ what
the car could do) really
hit me. Now, the only
chance I got to find out
what the car did and
didn’t like was in short,
quarter-mile bursts... and
every breakage was now

an expensive mistake!
After a string of

problems, I parked the car
up for a while, then
dragged it back to the
strip in 2007, which
ended in disaster when
the engine let go.

Disheartened, it sat in
the garage until 2010,
when Paul Knight
assembled a fresh
2332cc motor and I wired
up the lights etc in an
attempt to put it back on
the street. Of course, it
was a crazy plan, but with
the help of some friends,
we managed to pull it off.
I didnt drive it much, but
it was enough to know
that it ran really strong,
hence I took it to Le Bug
Show at Spa in Belgium
and had a blast!
However, depsite Paul’s
pleas for me not to break
it, I took it to Santa Pod a
few months later, fitted
the slicks and attempted
to get the wheelie I’d
always wanted. Guess
what? Yeah, I broke it...
and it has sat in my
garage ever since. 

Turn the page to find
out the latest news! UVW 
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Projects: Jolly Jim Warner
I’ve owned ‘the flying banana’ for 23 years, and it’s ‘Still Doin’ It!’...

I’m sure Paul Knight saidsomething along the lines of
‘I told you so’ following my
breakage at Santa Pod back

in 2010. In fact, I think it’s taken
him 5 years of sulking to finally
come round to the idea of
helping me fix the car!

The plan was simple... I’d
always promised my youngest
daughter that I’d drive her to
her school prom in the
Notchback, hence the time had
come to fix it now or break that
promise. And so, with the help
of Rich Grant, I cleared the junk
from the roof of the car and we
rolled it out onto the driveway.

A quick call was made to Dan
Chappell at Precious Metal
(07971 557480), who kindly
collected the car and delivered
it to Tim Billings at Kustom
Dubwerks in Hockley, Essex.
Tim had been given the job of
recommissioning the car and
also tackling a few necessary
repairs along the way. The
biggest problem being the
damaged gearbox casing,
which had been caused by me
launching hard on slicks and
literally ripping the mid-mount
studs from the gearbox case.

I’m no mechanic, hence I
handed over to Tim and Paul

Knight for advice on this repair,
and I’m happy to say that the
new mount Tim has fabricated
seems to be doing the job well.
Later in the year, I’d like to swap
the gearbox out for something
a bit more usable (the gears are
very short, and it is still running
a spool!), so this won’t be the
last you see of my car in the air! 
But, best of all is the fact

that it started right up and ran
like a dream! For a big engine
with a lot of cam (2232cc with
an FK89 camshaft and 48IDAs),
it’s actually quite tractable. It’s
certainly fast and fun... I can’t
wait for the summer now! UVW 

5 YEARS TO FIX A GEARBOX MOUNT...

Engine: 2332cc/FK89/48IDAs
Home town: Eastwood, Essex
Cars: ’69 Type 3 Notchback, 
’93 T4 Westfalia California
Mods/options: Type 1
framehead/5.5-in narrowed
beam, flip front, ‘glass rear
wings, rollcage, tube rear end
with ladder bar set-up etc etc
Contact: jolly@ultravw.co.uk
THIS MONTH IN BRIEF:
A full brake overhaul, front
suspension repairs, fabrication
of a new front gearbox mount
and much more thanks to Tim
at www.KustomDubwerks.co.uk

JOLLY JIM WARNER
NOTCHBACK

Rewind to 2010 when I’d just fitted a fresh 2332cc motor and hit the
streets – things were looking good, and I was loving it!
But, then I broke the car and was forced to park it up...

I know, I know... it looks more race car than road car, but I’ve put a lot of
work into it (hooking up lights, raising the suspension and generally
making it more usable), hence I’m looking forward to driving it again

Even the doors lift off easily. Note also the sliding window fitted to the
Lexan... at least now I can buy a burger at the drive-thru! With all the
panels removed, everyone was joking that it resembled a clown car...!

Assessment time... Tim raised the car so we could get a better look
at the underside and the damage I’d done to the chassis/gearbox
mounts. I was dreading bad news as it broke with quite a bang...

We decided to break it down prior to raising it on Tim’s ramp.
Everything comes off easily once you undo the Dzus fasteners!
Quick connector blocks simply unplug the electrics (headlights etc)

Tim Billings 07809 538663
www.kustomdubwerks.co.uk
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I also had binding brakes and some issues with
the front end. Luckily everything is easily
accessible with the flip front removed!

Both the steering- and ball-joint rubber boots
had deteriorated/split over time (despite the
car not having seen much action at all)

With fresh bearings fitted and all the split
rubber boots changed, Tim bolted the front
end back together

Moving to the rear I had seized and leaking
wheel cylinders (one broke during removal)
and the rear hub seals were changed, too

In the meantime, Paul suggested fabricating a
front mount (it didn’t have one with the tube
frame set-up) so Tim fabricated this bracket

That just left a basic engine service and oil
change to tackle. Although the oil was clean,
it does break down over time...

One more job was the fitment of a sliding
window opening in the flush-fitted Lexan
window. It gets hot in there, so I needed it!

We then tested the mount with a few
controlled launches and deemed it good to go,
so I cleaned the old girl up...

Tim removed the brake calipers (as both were
seized) and changed the wheel bearings, too.
One side was fine, but I’d rather change both

This was my problem – the bolts had sheered
completely and broke the gearbox housing.
I’m saving up for a new gearbox now...

My Oberg oil filter is rebuildable, and Paul was
glad to see there was hardly any debris in it
(first clean-out since fitting the 2332 motor)

... and headed for the MOT station! It was nice
to have the car back on the road after all this
time. I’ll keep you posted on my progress!
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The latest GTi is

certainly a much

larger car than

the original Mk1,

but that just

makes it more of

an all rounder...

it’s a family-sized

car that’s still a

blast to drive!

On the road...
Tried & tested
Ian James – email: ian@ultravw.co.uk

Getting to grips with the 2015 Golf GTi...

I
apologise for not
waffling on about the
technical aspects of
the new GTi (such as
the multi -link rear-

end or the non-linear
steering rack)...
I’ll be perfectly honest
with you – I’m just not a
techy kind of person. That
doesn’t mean that I’m not
a car guy, of course... I just
prefer to spend my time
behind the wheel rather
than beneath the bonnet!

Therefore, I’ve decided
to concentrate on a more
‘hands-on’ and practical
review of the latest range
of VWs, hence I will focus
on aspects such as
handling, driveability, fun-
factor and, quite simply,
my overall experience of
living with each vehicle on
a day-to-day basis.

And so, when I asked
VW for a new Golf to test, I
was pleasantly surprised
to be handed the keys to a
sporty, GTi model.

Being, what is
probably, the most
renowned (not to mention
the original) 'hot hatch', I
was expecting something
small, sporty and possibly

a little 'boy racer’ish'. But,
it seems the GTi is no
longer a ‘small’ car – in this
latest guise, it’s a pretty
decent-sized vehicle. With
those 18-in Austin alloy
wheels and lowered
suspension it certainly has
a purposeful stance and,
as I climbed inside, I
realised that this is a very
stylish car, which is
spacious enough inside to
be considered a 'family'
car, capable of easily
accommodating five
adults. 

In the front the layout
has been very well thought
out, everything was clearly
visible and easily
accessible.  Most
functions can be
controlled through the 5.8-
inch touch screen display,
(also available in 8”
version for those of us
with deteriorating vision!).

The sports seats in the
front were surprisingly
comfortable, even on a
long run, and the Jacara
red cloth upholstery
complimented the
stitching on the leather
trimmed, multifunction
steering wheel and the red

interior ambient lighting. 
Incidentally, I really

liked the tartan’esque
material, which was
harked back to the original
Mk1 GTi.

On starting the engine,
it is instantly apparent
that this isn't just a
'normal' Golf.  The
acceleration is quick
(really quick), smooth and
feels as though it could
just keep going and going.
The DSG ’box allows the
gears to change
effortlessly and before you
know it, you're in 6th and
there’s still tons of ‘pull’
left. And all this is with the
car left in ‘Normal’ mode –
put it into Sport mode and
the experience is totally
enhanced. With five
different driving modes
Eco/Normal/Comfort/
Individual/Sport, you can
adapt the drive of the car
to compliment your driving
style or even your mood. I
found the Comfort mode
great for long distances
giving a smooth and
comfortable ride. The Eco
mode is ideal for saving
fuel – it optimises the
engine and gearbox output

without unduly hindering
performance. Sports mode
gives you a faster throttle
response and improves
feel and feedback via the
steering. It also activates
the seat belt tensioners
and lighting – a truly
interactive experience!
The individual mode
allows you to set your own
preferences, offering you
the opportunity to tweak
steering and accelerator
response, even the
dynamic cornering lights
can be adapted, too. 

The spaciousness, the
comfort, and even the fuel
consumption (combined
mpg of 44.1) would lead
you to think that the
youthful GTi has matured
and grown up, but, pop it
into Sport mode and it’s
obvious that the youthful
hooligan is still in there!

My view is that it is
both a competent family
car and a great hot hatch –
whether you are 24 or 54,
you wouldn't look out of
place driving this GTi and
both ages would really
enjoy it (although 
perhaps for different
reasons!)  UVW 
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Projects: Paul Knight
After 8 years of camping with the T4 California, it was time for a change...

W
hilst I love the
practicality and
flexibility of the
pop-top T4

California (which has served me
well for the past 8 years), I
often find myself checking out
larger, coachbuilt Campers. As
my children grow older, the lure
of a little more space is hard to
ignore, hence I’ve wasted many
hours scouring the internet and
researching the options.

Whilst you might think there
are lots of options, the reality is
that most (especially UK-
converted) vans are 2-berth
only. But, having seen the

Karmann-built T4 Gipsy (and
LWB Cheetah) whilst touring
around mainland Europe, I hit
the internet in search of one of
these (LHD-only) conversions.

There were a few for sale,
but they were either too
expensive, or just too far into
Europe to gamble on a roadtrip. 

And then (just when I’d
given up), I spotted this one,
which belonged to Alex Bruce
(of Jägerbug race team fame).
I’d seen the van before (it was
the tow vehicle for the race
car), so I called him up, then hit
the road to check it out!

This van was already UK

registered (hence would save
me the paperwork involved in
registering an imported van)
and, having known Alex for
years, I knew he was a straight
up guy (and a great mechanic!).
It was exactly as he described,
so we struck a deal – awesome!

Plans for the future include
some fresh covers for some of
the interior cushions (if any
camper upholstery specialists
can help, drop me an email!)
and, of course, a summer full of
VW events and roadtrips. Oh,
and I also need to empty and
clean-up the California, as I don’t
have space to keep both...! UVW 

COACHBUILT T4 KARMANN GIPSY

Engine: 2.4-litre diesel
Home town: Southend, Essex
Other cars: ’62 Notchback, 
’92 T4 Westfalia California
Mods/options: 4-berth
Karmann-built conversion,
double glazing, central heating,
toilet/wetroom, hot/cold
running water, 3-way fridge,
double burner hob, roof box,
bike rack and wind-out awning
Contact: info@ultravw.co.uk
THIS MONTH IN BRIEF:
Just plenty of miles, some
orientation/education and a
pair of clear indicator lenses!

PAUL KNIGHT
KARMANN GIPSY

You know what it’s like, they never turn up at a convenient time,
but when I spotted that Alex Bruce had advertised his Karmann
Gipsy for sale, I had to act fast (hence I now have two T4 Campers!)

I’m a big fan of the quality and specification of Westfalia/Karmann
conversions, hence I had been hankering after just such an ‘upgrade’ for
quite some time. (I’ll cover the interior tour/spec in a future update...)

I promised myself I wouldn’t go overboard with modifications etc (as
this one is a workhorse) but, as I had a couple of orange bulbs in the
workshop, a pair of clear lenses (£13.00 via EBay) kinda made sense...

It’s a 5-minute job, and the clear lenses update the styling without
looking ‘obvious’. The old lenses are removed by gently prising
away a plastic clip next to the headlight... it couldn’t be easier!

It’s not fast, and is a pain to park in town (it’s 3m tall and 5.5m
long), but it doesn’t feel ‘huge’ on the road, and I was pleasantly
surprised to find that it doesn’t roll about when cornering, either!
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T
he world of
social media has
really turned
this world of
ours upside

down. And I guess where I
speak of ‘social media’ I
really mean ‘Facebook’
rather than the totally
incomprehensible (to me
at least) Twitter . 

I have to admit that,
even at the advanced age
of 60, I am a bit of a
Facebook junky. No, I’m not
one of those people who
posts pictures of the meal
they’re about to eat (or, in
the worst case scenarios,
the meal they’ve eaten
some hours earlier…), but
someone who likes
Facebook for the
opportunity it gives me to
catch up with friends, old
and new, around the world.

How else can I get to
see photos of car
meetings, drag races, etc,
while the event is still
going on? Using a modern
smart phone and a half-
decent signal you can take
photos and upload them to
your account in minutes, if
not seconds, allowing me
to feel like part of the
event as it happens.

There are hundreds of
VW-related Facebook
pages, and I get a kick out
of scanning through many
of them each day. Most
recently, Der Kleiner
Panzers, of which I am
proud to be a member,
opened a Facebook page to
share not only information
about upcoming events,
but also old photos from
members’ collections. This
has proved to be very
popular, with ‘Likes’
appearing within seconds
of a period photo being
posted to the page.

Other pages that I
regularly scan include one
about abandoned and
neglected vehicles – there
have been some incredible
images of old scrapyards
in rural parts of America,
with line upon line of

rusting 1930s and ’40s
cars, all begging to be
saved (hot-rodded!).
Naturally, there have been
several ‘sightings’ of old
VWs, including the elusive
barn-find Samba buses and
split-window Beetles. Old
Porsches show up pretty
regularly, too.

I am often amused by
the posts people make
trying to identify some of
the old VWs, most of the
people on these pages
being into domestic tin
rather than our beloved
German engineering. But it
seems like most people
have some kind of story to
tell (some good, some
amusing, some bad) about
their experiences with a
Volkswagen.

Facebook is also a
great way to keep up with
people’s projects – plenty
of companies post updates
on their latest work, which
helps to build up the
anticipation ahead of the
show season. 

Photos can also help to
inspire others to take on
their own project, or help
get them out of a fix
should they run into
trouble during a rebuild. As
so many people access
Facebook from their
phones, it’s often quicker
and easier to ask a
question and get an
answer than might be the
case posting on a forum.

Of course, if you’re
planning to put on an
event, there’s no better
way to promote it quickly
(and for free) than creating
a page on FB. As posts get
‘liked’ and shared, word
soon spreads at an
amazing rate. It’s also a
good way to keep people
updated about a change of
venue or date.

The only thing I can’t
stand about Facebook is
the incredible amount of
on-line bitching that goes
on. From far right (and far
left) political rants, to
racist abuse and religious

ravings, I do sometimes
despair of some Popele –
even some of them who
are my ‘friends’. 

Sadly, I’ve ‘unfriended’
some people, or switched
off notifications as I don’t
really want to hear their
views on world affairs, or
other people’s religions.
Half the time, I know these
people wouldn’t dare say
half the things they do in
public, but they clearly feel
they can hide behind the
Internet and get away with
it. Sorry, but it’s not for me.

But back to the good
stuff… There is another
amazing page I enjoy,
dedicated to images of
Kübelwagen and
Schwimmwagen, with
some simply incredible
photos coming out of the
woodwork. What amazes
me is seeing how many of
these now rare vehicles
were in use, and how many
lay abandoned across
Europe following the end
of hostilities. Where did
they all go?

As you can see, I enjoy
Facebook (for the most
part) and particularly like
being able to ‘talk’ to my
many friends in California
and beyond, sharing

experiences, jokes, news
and photos in a way that is
not really possible by any
other means – well, not as
instantly. Sure, we could all
revert to writing letters
and making costly long-
distance phone calls, but
this is so much more fun
(and a whole lot cheaper!).
My only real regret is that I
didn’t think of the idea
first – but then I’m not a
computer geek!

But Twitter? As many
of my friends say: ‘What is
all that about?’ I can’t get
my head round it as a
medium, find people’s
posts confusing and often
little more than links to
another Internet forum or
Facebook page. 

I know many Twitter
followers love the
immediacy of it, but I’m not
yet entirely convinced,
even though I do ‘tweet’
myself occasionally to
promote the latest Classic
Porschemagazine.

No, I think for the most
part I’ll stick to looking at
other people’s photos of
their VWs and Porsches
(and let’s not forget their
cats…). After all, they’re
what make Facebook
special for me… UVW 

New Der Kleiner

Panzers Facebook

page has proved

popular, with

everyone loving

the old photos

and club updates

VolksTalk
A fan of Facebook
Keith Seume – e-mail: keith@ultravw.co.uk
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Small ads
ultravw.co.uk

Bowles Coach Trimming
High quality trimming for all VWs including

Buggys, Beetles, Splits, Type 25s.
From stock to custom.

Buggy & VW Cabrio hoods our speciality,
written estimates on request.

UNIT 6B ST. MICHAEL’S TRADING ESTATE.
BRIDPORT. DORSET. DT6 3RR

TEL. 01308 420091 FAX. 01308 420166

www.sjbowles.co.uk

S.J.BOWLES Coach Trimming
Veteran to Modern Cars STEVENS VW

DISMANTLERS
SPARES FROM 

1985 ONWARDS
Dismantling all Volkswagen

Models professionally
Volkswagen always wanted 

Mail Order Available
Drakes Lane Industrial Estate,

Drakes Lane, Boreham,
Chelmsford, Essex CM3 3BE

stevensvw.com

01245 362020

Performance
Volkswagen

Aircooled Engines
& Rolling Road

Tuning Specialist

Telephone:

Plymouth 01752 656295

Find us on

For
TRADE

ADVERTISING
ENQUIRIES

contact:
ian@ultravw.co.uk

tel:
+44 (0)1293 270720

Opening hours: Mon-Fri 9am-7pm, Sat 9am-5pm.
*Terms and conditions apply, call for details. ^Limits apply. Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Visit us online at cherished.carolenash.com
Camper Van  |  Classic  |  Specialist  |  Military  |  Performance

0800 804 7953
Call today and Quote Ref: FREE TEE

NEW FOR 2015!
SPECIALIST INSURANCE FOR
MODERN & CLASSIC VW CAMPER VANS
•  Will cover modi�ed Day & Camper vans
•  COVER UP TO £40K if ungaraged*
•  Up to 10K MILEAGE LIMIT*
•  Fixtures & �ttings cover included^

•  Contents or home excess cover included^

•  Most MODIFICATIONS COVERED
•  Pick a SPECIALIST REPAIRER of your choice
• Up to £100,000 LEGAL PROTECTION

if you’re in an accident that’s not your fault
•  UK & EU breakdown WORTH OVER £100

- includes Homestart
• EUROPEAN COVER up to 90 days
For Classic Camper vans
 • FREE Agreed Value* •  Salvage Retention Rights*

FREET-SHIRTWHEN YOU CALLFOR A QUOTE*
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1970 Camper 1.6, this van was originally
bought by Karmann Konnection back in
1970, it stayed with them until 2009, during
which it was completely restored and the
interior was refitted by renowned specialist
- Calypso Campers, it includes a rock ‘n’
roll bed, gas hob, sink and fridge, finished
in white with cream leather upholstery, this
Camper has only two owners from new
and covered 69,000 miles, the engine has
been completely rebuilt and new carbs
have been fitted to improve performance
and economy, MOT until September 2015,
£17,950. Tel: 01732 883113. Email:
sales@karden.co.uk (Kent). U0415/005
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Classifieds
Sell your vehicle completely free of charge on our website
ultravw.co.uk

Classifieds

Beetles

Campers & Vans

1970 T2a Panel Van Camper, this vehicle
has undergone a complete restoration, with
a hand built custom interior, full Camper
layout with a rock and roll bed, cooker, sink
and a space for small fridge, this vehicle is
a perfect Camper and drives beautifully, a
portfolio of all work is available if required, a
South African import and is 100% rust free,
the van is currently in the Netherlands,
transport can be arranged if needed.
£13,200. Tel: 002 7797 626177. Email:
tattoomama2@gmail.com (Netherlands).
U0415/012

VW T25 Kingcab, full MOT, 6 months’ tax,
good condition inside and out, has been
fitted with a 2.5 Subaru engine conversion,
stainless steel exhaust system and lowered
40mm, the engine conversion alone cost
£3,850, has problem with 3rd gear? Hence
price of £4,850 ono. Tel: 07778 805244 or
01638 577622. Email: amrmotors@
aol.com. U0415/010

Show standard 1979 T2 Bay window, 2ltr
engine with 19K, dual Weber 40 carbs,
Gene Berg exhaust, Cogbox, Empi alloys,
Leisure battery, inverter and mains hook-
up, new Sony audio, alarm, new cab
upholstery, superb softtop, restored interior
with Westy check covers, cooker, sink,
bodywork and paintwork immaculate
throughout, vintage luggage rack, always
garaged and lovingly maintained, MOT,
spare original wheels and hubcaps,
£19,495. Tel: 07971 392098. Email:
t 2 c a m p e r f o r s a l e @ b t i n t e r n e t . c o m
(Canterbury). U0415/009

1972 T2a Westfalia Camper, the vehicle is
in a very good condition throughout and
reasonably original, a South African import,
all rot and rust has been removed and
replaced with new panels and has been
freshly painted in a traditional blue and
white finish, this van is in a perfect working
condition and drives like a dream, the
interior has been reupholstered and a full
restoration portfolio is available, the van is
currently in the Netherlands, transport can
be arranged if needed, please drop me a
mail for any further info, £11,600. Tel: 002
7797 626177. Email: tattoomama2@
gmail.com (Netherlands). U0415/008

1989 T25 single cab truck, rolling shell,
1700 gearbox and engine removed due to
smoking when cold, but goes with the shell,
good project, MOT, £1,100. Tel: 01233
635412. Email: waynerolfe1@gmail.com
(Kent). U0415/004

1970 Bay window low light VW
Container Van ex military mobile
command unit, factory built for Australian
military use as a mobile command unit,
RHD, the box was fully insulated double
skin steel (now insulated marine ply, to
reduce weight and condensation),
standard walk through cab, 4 side rear
windows, 2 open, as do the 2 turret flaps,
large side door and 2x rear opening barn
doors with windows. Restored frame up,
rust proofed, painted and rebuilt, finished
in British Racing Green interior/exterior,
new seals, new cab headliner, billet
aluminum controls, I have installed 7 full
leather cream seats (from a 2002 Range
Rover) with Qld engineer cert, plus factory
fit middle front seat (rare). Original running
gear ie drums all round, original gearbox
and upgraded engine from type 1 to 2,
twin solex carbs and race tuned vintage
speed stainless exhaust, spotless
underneath with full factory under tray,
£35,000. Tel: 0061429 383949. Email:
yachtchartergalway@gmail.com (Galway,
Ireland). U0415/002

1966 Beetle 1300, first registered on 15th
February 1966, this Beetle is in superb
condition. Finished in Gambia Red with
Light Grey upholstery, this car has been
fully restored to its original condition - still
uses the 6 volt system! The engine has
been professionally rebuilt and comes with
a warranty. With only 9,500 recorded miles
since new and only three owners (the last
one having owned it since 1986), this car
has been looked after, loved and cherished,
£9,950, to view it please call: 01732 883113.
Email: marketing@karden.co.uk (Kent).
U0415/001
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1973 Bay Window Camper Volkswagen
T2, full restoration completed 2010, finished
with a full respray internal and external
(external blue under white), bottom end
engine rebuild 2011, mechanically very
sound, sleeps four comfortably, 12 months’
MOT, taxed until August 2015 (free as tax
exempt), excellent condition, £5,350.
jamessramireza@outlook.com. U0415/015

Custom Beetle, photographic book by
Mike Key, full colour photos from UK and
USA, £10; also Volksworld: Feb 2007, Cal
look special, £5; June 2011, World Champ
Marathon Bug, Ghia, 1500 Notch, £5, £8
for both; £15 for all three, postage
included. Tel: 01344 455373. Email:
chris.l.grant@btinternet.com (Berkshire).
U0415/016
Huge VW magazine collection for sale,
complete set of VolksWorld magazines
issue 1 to present day; complete set of
Ultra VW magazines issue 1 to present day;
Hot VW and VW Trends magazines, various
complete years from the 1980s; Keeping
your Legend Alive complete sets, various
Flat4 etc, can sell as complete sets or let
me know what you need, all in excellent
condition. Tel: 07740 774578. Email:
dennis5480@yahoo.com (Dundee).
U0415/017

Black left-hand drive 1988 Polo Fox for
sale, purchased June 1988 in Guetersloh,
West Germany, originally registered GT-
JP994, imported into the United Kingdom
February 1996 and registered E272AYB
(Taunton, Somerset), one owner from new,
1035cc engine, UK spec headlights and side
blinkers, engine stripped and serviced by
Brundles (VW UK) of Kings Lynn in August
2005, MOT 16th April 2015, 279,039km
(174,399 miles) on the clock, reason for sale
- fractured spine, DVLA will no longer allow
me to drive, asking price £500, the vehicle
has not been driven for a while but the
engine has been run on a regular basis,
some tlc will be required. Tel: 01760 337514.
Email: bombhead40@aol.com (Kings Lynn).
U0415/006

Beach Buggy/sand rail rare rims ‘n’ rubber,
pair spindle mount sand rail rims with new
Smoothie tyres, new and unused, £130; pair
Wolfrace 8.5x15 slot mags,130mm pcd,
£200; pair 7x14 Wolfrace slot mags, £95; pair
Ansen Sprint 10x15 slots Chevy pcd, can be
redrilled for VW 205 pcd, £250; Appliance
slot mags, 8.5x15, 7x14, Chevy pcd, £265;
Appliance wire mags, 8x15/8x14/6x14,
Chevy pcd, £120/£100/£95; pair 7x13
banded 5 bolt, £70. Tel: 07855 542195.
Email: buggypete@aol.com (Lancashire).
U0415/018
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YOU CAN UPLOAD YOUR PRIVATE ADVERT AT: www.ultravw.co.uk
OR YOU CAN EMAIL: classifieds@ultravw.co.uk

UP TO 400 CHARACTERS + PHOTO IS FREE! Copy can be submitted online or by email or post, to:

Ultra VW Private Classifieds, Top Notch Publishing Ltd, 21 Benjamin Road, Maidenbower, Crawley,
West Sussex, RH10 7QY, United Kingdom. Don’t forget your contact details!

(Email: ian@ultravw.co.uk for Trade enquiries, or call: 01293 270720)

Deadline for inclusion in the May issue is 9th April (June issue deadline 7th May).

Parts

Volkswagen Beetle enamel sign, not tin,
size 7-inch x 10-inch, four fixing holes, mnf
by Garnier London, 1960/1970, £30, post
free. Tel: 020 8399 7541 (Surrey). U0415/007

1983 VW Golf Mk 1 convertible, fully
restored and resprayed, July MOT, 70,000
miles, 1500 petrol manual, new bonnet,
boot, wings, discs, pads, shockers, alloys,
battery, tyres and exhaust, £2,450 ono. Tel:
07764 681373. Email: geoffreytroth@
hotmail.com (Surrey). U0415/014

1995 Mk3 VW Golf VR6, V6 2800cc
engine, 3 door, slightly lowered, brand new
fully adjustable coilovers, electric sunroof,
windows, central locking, R32 replica
bumper, debadged grille, angel eye
headlights, smoked LED rear lights, led
gear shifter, sports dash, led foot well
lights, K&N induction filter, short MOT, no
issues on last MOT, SORN’d as I have
needed more economical car... mega,
£600. Tel: 07961 537185. Email: reevesyi@
yahoo.co.uk (Suffolk). U0415/013

1968 T2a Baywindow Single Cab, this
1968 vehicle is in extremely good condition
and still has all of the original floors and
seals, apart from a few minor repairs,
nothing has been welded on this vehicle,
vehicle been freshly restored with a
complete photo report available, the black
interior with the dark wood side and tail
gates gives it real character, a South
African import, 100% rust free, the vehicle
is currently in the Netherlands, transport
can be arranged if needed, £10,000. Tel:
002 7797 626177. Email: tattoomama2@
gmail.com (Netherlands). U0415/011

Audi A3 Sport 3dr half leather interior, in
black with blue markings, airbag type, in
stunning condition, 4 headrests, door
cards, rear parcel shelf, buyer collects,
£780, no offers. Tel: 7879 215057. Email:
davideasylife@live.co.uk (West Midlands).
U0415/003
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Are you having trouble finding Ultra VW? You can buy a single copy online with FREE postage at www.ultravw.co.uk
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